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I:li\VID S. BUCl<IES. Digital Systems Science in cardiac Electrophysiology. 
(Under the direction of Dr. John Gibson) 
Traditional methcxis of collecting, analyzing and storing data from 
cardiac cell membrane electrophysiology experiments have becolre 
increasingly Cl.lIllberscxre and tmWieldy as experimental protocols have 
become more sophisticated and CClllplex. A global approach to collecting, 
analyzing, refining and storing elec:trophysiologic data, as well as 
a new approach to mathenatical mc::rleling of cell membrane single ion 
channel kinetics, was developed. 'Ibis utilizes a comprehensive 
microcomputer 00sed system of software with specialized analCXJ and 
digital electronics for data acquisition, analysis and archiving. 
Unique discrete signal proc.essing techniques for. characterizing the 
electronic recording system, including" specialized hardware and 
software adapted for minimizing distortions in biosignal recordings, 
are discussed in detail. 
Traditional methcx1s of collecti.rg, analyzin;J am storing data from 
cardiac cell membrane electrophysiolc.x;JY experiments have become 
increasingly Cl.ll1lbersan'e and unwieldy as experimental protocols have 
become nore sophisticated am canplex. In a long protocol requiring 
hundreds of individual nacord.irgs the sheer volume of data becomes 
overwhelming. M'anual analysis of strip chart nacord.irgs is labor 
intensive and subject to operator variability. In addition, ex p::>st 
facto analysis fails to provide vital information to the investigator 
while the experiment is in prO}:ress. rrbe quantity and variety of 
laboratory equipne.nt requirecl for most experiments has grown apace with 
the protocols. At present ITOSt laboratories conciucting cardiac cell 
membrane electrophysiolexn expe.riments employ traditional analOj 
rnethcds involving storage c>scilloscopes and strip chart and nagnetic 
tape nacorders, with manually set timers, calibrators and stimulators. 
A survey of Circulation and Circulation Research for all of 1986 and of 
Pflugers Archiv for the first half of 1986 revealed that, of 21 papers 
making use of cardiac action potentials recordings, only three used any 
fonn of automated analysis. Of those three, two were from the same 
laboratory . 
'Ibis research uses a laboratory micrcxxmpu.ter to control 
ex}?erimental equipne.nt, to nacord ani archive verious biosigna.ls such 
i 
as action potentials, to perfonn automated analysis of nacorded. signals 
while the experiment is in P:rc:x.JresS, arrl to facilitate mathematical 
mcdelirg of sirgle channel kinetics. A cx:mprehensive software arrl 
hardware system for acquirirg, analyzirg arrl storirg cardiac cell 
membrane biosignals is described.. Results of automa:ted. analysis of 
action :potentials are tabulated arrl examined usirg a microccmputer data 
base. Several techniques for identifyirg the electrical cbaracteristics 
of the canbination of cell/tissue arrl record.in:J devices are tested arrl 
described in detail. The results of this systems identification effort 
are used to co:rrect the distortions inherent in the biosignals recorded 
durirg these experiments. By integratirg microccmputers into the cell 
membrane electrophysiology labc:>ratories arrl then usirg them to apply a 
broad spectrum of computer management I data base arrl systems science 
techniques to electrophysiology experiments a considerable improvement 
over current analcg methOOs is realized.. 
To achieve these objectives, this research project was divided. 
into three phases: 
1. D?sign arrl implementation: A hardware/software system was 
designed to facilitate digital acquisition arrl analysis of 
microelect.ro:ie, suction electro:le arrl discrete channel recordings. '!he 
acquisition, storage arrl analysis segments were required to be capable 
of handling very large quantities of data from recordings arrl analyses. 
Each single experiment involved as many as one hundred recordings of 
100, 000 data PJints per recording. The data base was integrated into 
the system to store, 
experiment. 




2. Post-processing: Recordings of c:ell membrane biosignals are 
inherently distorted due to the elec:trica1 characteristics of the 
cells, the gearetJ:y of the electrcxies arrl pezvasive use of high-gain 
electrometers. Post-processing of the recordings improves the quality 
and signal-to-noise ratio of cardiac electrophysiology recordings by 
application of digital signal processing techniques. 'Ibis represents a 
further extension of the micrcx:xmputer into the traditiona.l laboratory 
setting, and relies on digital methods 'Which are not available in 
traditiona.l analO9' compensation schentes. 
3 • Ma.therr&atical mc:xieling: cell membrane biosignals acquired. arrl 
processOO to improve resolution are used in conjl.n1Ction with 
conputer-based mathematical simulation to investigate a current problem 
in cardiac electrophysiology: appropriate mc:xieling of discrete channel 
activity. CUrrently available pa.ran:teters for single channel kinetics 
derived from previous investigations are used in mc:xiels of various . 
fonns to compare different approaches. '!his phase takes advantage of 
the ability of the rnicrocorrputer to perfonn complex and lengthy 
analyses quickly and efficiently. 
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Although. still SCl11'leftlhat rare, microcomputers are becoming: 
increasingly conunonplace in electrophysiolcgy laOOratories, am several 
systems have been devised VJhich employ microcomputers in electro-
physiolcgy studies (Elharrar am IDvelace, 1979; Fusi et al, 1983; 
IG.ein et al 1983i Diez Gil et al 1984). rrbe povrer and flexibility 
afforded. by the laboratory computer can be used to maxllnum advantage in 
an integrated system for acquiring, analyzing, manipulating and storing 
data from cardiac electrophysiolcgy experiments. since several types of 
e>q;:>eriments are conducted in two different J;>hysical locations I using a 
variety of protocols, one general purpose system has been devised. and 
inplernented for all types of e<periments. 
'!he rata Acquisition and Analysis System (DAAS) is based. on the 
rm PC/AT and employs commercially available peripheral equipment, with 
the exception of a specially designed peripheral processing unit (PRJ) 
whidl coordina.tes the activities of the laOOratory electronics under 
the control of the ~/AT. rrbe PRJ is described in detail in the next 
chapter. 'Ibis chapter deals with an overall system of hardware and 
software used to acquire, analyze and store roth transmembrane and 
voltage clamp .data. rrbe log records of experimen~ and the results of 
automated analysis of action potentials are stored. in a data base 
(Kn<:MledgeMan) for statistical analysis of experiments, and for future 
reference. '!he digitized data files are kept in archives on removable 
large capacity disk cartridges. rrbe major carponents of this system, an 
rEM PC/AT microcomputer with Dl'280lA A/D board plus a dual 10-mbyte 
cartridge disk drive, are off-the-shelf items. For this reason the 
system is siJrple and relatively inexpensive to assemble. 
A block diagram of the COlTplete system is shCMl in Figure 1.1. 
Centered on an lIM Fe/AT, the hardware also includes a dual 10 Mbyte 
cartridge drive for bulk data storage and an interrlally mounted. AjD 
l:x>ard. High. reliability and unlimited. storage capacity make tlle 
Pemoulli Box (Iomega) dual 10 Mbyte disk drives convenient for mass 
storage Of digitized signal recc>rdings and experllnental parameters. rrbe 
data are quickly and eaSily transferred and archived with dual disk 
drives. 
Vol tage clamp or transmembrane action potential wavefonns are 
amplified by an electrometer, then digitized via tile IEta Translation 
Dr280lA AjD converter which has a maximum sanplJ.m rate of 25 kHz. '!he 
peripheral processJ.m unit, described in the next chapter, is housed in 
the same lJox which (X)ntains the tenninal board for the Dr280lA and both 
the AID converter and the peripheral processor are connected. to 
external electronics (electrometer and/or voltage clamp device, 
sawtex>th calibrator and stllnulus isolators) ~_ coaxial cables to 
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Figure 1.1: '!he canplete hardware layout. '!he UI'280lA AID 
board is inten1al to the IPM ~/AT f while the PRJ is housed 
in a separate box. '!he remainder of the equi:prnent is mounted 
in a free-standing" equi:prnent rack. 
For transmembrane action :potential recording's, a World Precision 
Insttuments :KS-700 dual channel el~ter pennits either sing"le or 
simultaneous dual channel recording's. Voltage clamp protocols usually 
involve dual channel r€£:Ording's of both current ani voltage, using" 
either the AXOPATCH-2 or the AXOCI.AMP-lA (Axon Instnmtents). All of the 
associated electronics are controlled. by the peripheral processor which 
receives commands from the PC!/AT via the parallel printer port. The 
manuall y-operated printer switch is nonnall y set for the printer and. is 
switched. over to the PRJ only when a change in exp.eriIrental prot<X!Ol is 
to be effect-.ro. 'Ihis pennits dCMIlloading of protocol parameters such as 
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stimulus cycle length to the PRJ via the printer port, obviating the 
need for additional haniware to provide ca.mrrunication between the host 
canputer and the PRJ. At all other t.imes I PRJ operation is independent 
of the PC/AT. '!his haniware configuration allaNS the experimenter to 
control many aspects of the experiment fran the micrcx:amputer keyboard, 
and reduces setup time. 
SOF'IWARE 
'!he core of the system is the software, shawn in block diagram 
form in Figure 1.2. All of the prc:xJralllS used. by the IlAAS are accessffi 




Create Sateh Flies: 










An 31 y si 5 Log ] -~-___1'---_ __,.._----' 
".........-----
Data Base 
Figure 1.2: Data ao:;IUisition , analysis and storage software. 
All routines are accessffi by the operator from a single 
control menu. 
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All of the programs are written in Turbo-PASCAL (Borlan::! International) 
which provides direct access to 640 kbytes of intenlal mentc):l)' an::! 
ccmpiles and executes very quickly. 
ACOOISITION 
Data acquisition is carried out by a program titled ~6D, the 
flOVlChart for which is shown in Figure 1.3. '!his prc:gram (1) controls 
the Dr280lA AID board; (2) sets parameters for the peripheral 
processor; (3) aCXIUires, displays and stores data and (4) produces a 
log file of experimental data in a fonra.t compatible with the data 
base. '!he main screen shown in Figure 1.4 is used to control data 
acquisition and to ch.an;Je the variables associated. with the experiment. 
When the operator switches from transmembrane action }?Otential. mod.e to 
voltage clal.'tIJ mod.e the "Group A" menu is replaced by the menu shown in 
the oottoIn of Figure 1.4. All of the infonnation contained. on this main 
screen is stored at the beg'inning of each data recordi.rg in the file 
fonnat sho:.Nl1 in Figure 1.5. Digitized recordi.rgs are accessed on the 
disk cartridges via PASCAL's Bloc:kRead and BlockWrite procedures, which 
pennit rapid transfer of data in 128 byte blocks. Using the Block 
procedures, the Pro;JTIU11S in DAAS write to and read from the disk 
cartridges at about 200,000 bytes or 100, 000 data points per secorrl. 
File names are generated. automa.tically by the prc:gram and consist of a 
starting character identifying the type of file fonnat, a four-digit 
Julian date and a three digit serial number. '!he log file contains the 
file name, date and time of the recordi.rg, protocol parameters (cy-cle 
time, stimulus pulse delay and duration, etc.) ,and infonnation about 
the experiment such as tissue type, SQlll'"Ce an::! age I type an::! 
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temperature of solution, treabnents VJhich have 00en applied. such as 
drug perfusions or changes in superfusate ion concentrations and. 
comments. 
!........-__ I~_I_T~!.\_L_C_= __ ..s---....... { SYSTEU DATE THAE 
BOARD l~.JITIALIZE 
~.1AIN SCREEN OlS?LA y I 
I 
L CASE lOOP 1 
DIOSET 
'X ~---== I TAPCHANGE l , - L-______________ ~ ~_ 




UPDATE 1 I 
MAIN SCREEN OISPLA vI L-..J TAP ERRORS 1 ~ ..... -l_______ ------' 
CLAMP CHANGE 
1 
I l SCREEN 2 DISPLAY I 
1!..--__ '_8_' __ .....l.l~-=--=~~i MAIN SCREEN DISPLAY] 
CHANGE GROUP B It----+-t{ 
t-_ ...... I-__ ·c_· __ --L1~_=_=_:-oo.Il MAIN SCREEN OISPLA Y ] 
CHANGE GROUP C 1 I 
J 
~,---___ 'P_' __ ......l}~==~--+<,{ BOARD INITIALIZE I 
MAIN SCREEN DISPLAY J 
~,--___ 'v_· __ ......ll:..-=--=-=,~f 80ARD INITIALIZE I 
MAIN SCREEN D1SPLA yl 
UPDATE 2 t 
CLAMP ERRORS I 
ERROR MESSAGE f 
ERROR MESSAGE 
~~[ ACQU!RE DATA 1 
I Y MAIN SCREEN DISPLAY 1 
i SYSTEM DATE T!~J1E I 






~JA!N SCREEN DISPLAY 1 
-+1<--1 ___ 'T __ ........-...ll-._ -_ -_-......., -......{[ BOARD IUlT1AUZE I 
Y t.1A1N SCREEN D!SPLA Y I 
~ '0' r====:- I SAVE DATA 1 r--~,--___ ..;::::::;,t::=::;l '-____ ---..J 
1 SAVE lOGS I 
SAVE 2 lOGS 
--{ ERROR 1.H::SSAGE I 
EXiT ROUTi:~E 1 
'----+4. { UAIN SCREEtJ OIS?LA Y 1 
~. 'X' 11--_-....11 Exn RoUn~JE I ---r~ __________ ~J ·l'---______________ ~ 
1 
BOARD CLEAR j 
BOARD ERROR I 
CURSOR co~nROL I 
lOG OUT 
Figure 1 .. 3: FlOW" chart for the data acquisition program I 
mTA6D .. '!he functions of the various procedures are described 
in the text .. 
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At the conclusion of a set of experiments, the cartridge disk 
system contains the digitized. data files and the log file. 'lhe lCXJ file 
is used in the post-p:rcx::essing phase to generate a set of automatically 
executirg procedures or "batch files" which are then used to can.y out 
the operations of analysis, archiving, and attachment of infonnation to 
the data base. 0Jal channel recordings are initially stored as 
interlaced reco1-ds; the post-processirg subsystem splits each dual 
channel record into two single channel records with ".1" and ".2" file 
name extensions corresponding to channel one and channel two. After 
post-p:rcx::essing, the operator may select autorna.ted analysis of all of 
the data files. As each record is pro::essed., a correspJnding text file 
is created which contains the results of the analysis. 
DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM 
s!O~US 
Current P·File: P630700t 
D.Jta Taken: NO 
Uodc: TAP ~ Vclamp 
Du;)l Ch:mncl  Smgle Channel 
Group B 
Julian Date: 6307 
SIan Scrial:t: 001 
Tissue Type: ATRfAl MYOCARDIUM 
TIssue Source: HUt.1AN 
Tissue Aqe; INFANT 
Solulion 'ype: KREBS SOLUTION 
BJ.lh Temp: 37 
COMMANDS 
A-Change Group A 
B-Change Group 8 







































P 1 Our at ion: 
P1·P2 Interval: 
P2 Duration: 
Return Hold Duration 
P1 Volts: 
P2 Volts: 














Figure 1.4: Main screen display from the data acquisition 
p~. Infonnation about the experiment- is divideCl into 
three groups la:belled Group A, Group B, and Group C, each of 
which has its own screen for reviewing and cha.ng"ing the 
variables. 
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Cycle S1 OuraMO Sl·52 tntervai 52 Duration 
7273 
mV Offset pA I Point pA Onset Blr:.nk 
Blank 
B!o~#l 
r Tissue Type Tissue 
~ource ::J 
Age Solution Type 
97 HXl
t 
u:)t I Balh Temp I Comments 
r Trea!ment I 
Treatment II TreJ.tment III 
[ Dose I Dose H 
Dose III ,caf' Animal Age '"1''' 
Figure 1.5: standardized data file fonnat. 
AI.ID::MATED TRANSMEMBRANE ACTION rorENTIAL ANALYSIS 
Automated analysis is done us.ing' a rule-based algorithm. While 
doing the measurements by hand., it was observed that all of the 
cormnonly referenced parameters could be calculated after three points 
on each action :potential had been located.. 'Ihese points are (1) 
activation voltage (AV), (2) point of peak overShoot arrl. (3) maximum 
diastolic potential (MOP). Careful review of many recordings allOVJed us 
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to devise a set of "rules" or conditions by which the COll1pl.lter can 
recognize each of these three points in sequence while scanning a 
recording in series time sequence. '!he :rules are applied to the 
digitized recordings to define the three key IX>ints as follONS: 
1) Activation voltage: the slope of the cw:ve as estimateCl 
from the recording exceeds a positive tl1reshold. Default 
value: 0.6 Vis. 
2) Peak overshCX1t: highest magnitude obtained between AV am 
point where slope of cw:ve becanes negative. 
3) Maximum diastolic p:>tential: 
a) Slope of the a.n:ve in a 60 ms winclow beccmes nonnegative. 
b) Occurs at least 50 ms (default value) after peak 
overshCX1t. rrhis eliminates false MDP measurerrents due to the 
notch between phases 1 and 2. 
The default values may be chang"ed interactively by the operator to 
COll'I};>el1Sate for unusual wavefonns or high noise levels. 'Ihese rules are 
implementeCl based on C011p.1tirlg median values from WindONS of data 
points which are two milliseconds in duration. Use of the median 
provides gocd, iInpulse noise rejection, eliminatirlg errors due to 
artifacts or noise spikes. '!he value of 2 milliseconds was chosen based 
on repeateCl observations that most noise spikes am artifacts are less 
than 0.5 ms in duration am therefore would be rejected by the median 
calculation. 
The program based on this algorithm beg'ins by computirlg the 
difference in median values between two wirrlows tl9 ms apart. If the 
difference is nonnegative, the beg'inning of the record is marked. as a 
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valid starting p:>int ani a search for AV begins. otherwise lx>th wirrlows 
are shifted 2 millisecx>rrls and again compared, lex>ping at this stage 
until a valid MOP point is faun:! or the end of the record is 
encountered. Once an MOP is marked, the difference in It\€rlian values 
from two adjacent WirrlCMS is tested against a threshold value to see if 
an activation point has been faun:!. If not, the windows continue to 
shift down the record until' an· AV is encountered. '!he peak overshoot 
routine also uses adjacent win:i~, this time to search for a negative 
slope. When the peak is faun:!, the pro;p:am shifts back to the MOP 
segment and the process retJeClts tmtil the end of the recoro is 
encotU1tered. 
Action potential amplitude is computed as the difference between 
peak overshoot arrl. MOP. 'Ibis value is then used to locate the APDso ani 
APDgo points for each event by scanning the record in reverse time 
sequence from' each MOP point until the median values in 2 millisecx>nd 
windows corresponding to 50% and 90% repolarization potential, 
respectively, are found.. 
, 
Vmax is the maximum rate of change in transmembrane potential 
attained during the upstroke. In the case of a continuous waveform the 
point of maximum velocity is defined as the point at which the first 
derivative reaches a IX'Sitive peak. IG.ein et al (1983) approxllnated the 
first derivative from a discrete-point recording as the maximum first 
'forward difference between' two data points in the segment between AV 
and peak overshCXJt: 
Vrnax = fl (t) 1 = ( f(t+l1t) - f(t) ) / ~,.t 
After employi.!"g this methcxi for some time. we faun:! tbat the estimate 
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provide:l by the first forward difference was consistently lCMer than 
the maximum upstroke velocity indicated by an electronic differen-
tiator, with an error positively proportional to the upstroke velcx:ity. 
Conte and de Boor (1980) discussed a first differential ap}?roximator 
which uses three data points instead of t:Ylo: 
f'(t)2 = ( -3f(t) + 4f(t+At) - f(t+2~) ) /2At 
Substitut~ this expression for the first forwaID difference 
calculation yielded results that were consistently higher than the 
electronic standard, and with approximately the same magnitude and 
proportion of error as the first forwaID difference method. It seemed 
logical to try a compromise between the two estilnates, and the 
technique currently in use is the arithmetic average of fl (t) 1 and 
f'(t)2: 
f'(t)3 = ( -Sf(t) + 6f(t+At) - f(t+24t) ) /4dt 
'Ibis aPI.J9arS to be entirely satisfactory for upstroke veloc::ities up to 
at least 800 Vis (Table I) • 
'!he tiIne period between the end of one action potential and the 
begi.nning' of the next is refeLTed. to as R1ase four. R1ase four slope is 
recorded as the slope between an MDP point and the follow~ AV :point. 
'!he interval between events is coruputed as the time between sequential 
peak overshcx:>t lX'ints. 
After analysis is completed, a list of parameters for each event 
is printed, as is a graph of the record. with markers for AV, peak 
overshoot, APDso I APDgo and MOP for each event. '!he :measurement data 
are then pu.t on the disk in a format suitabl~ for attachment to the 
data base. '!he data records are transferred to an archives disk, then 
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erased from the acxprisition disk. 'lhe lCXJ file am analysis results at:e 
added to a data base maintained on a se}?arate disk am statistics are 
conpiled from the action potential parameters in the data base. . 
6 ",s 4094 MS 
Figure 1.6A: stimulate:i action :potentials from canine 
Purkinje fibers, digitized at 13 kHz sampling rate. crosses 
are placed by the analysis program for visual verification of 
correct operation. vertical tick marks are at 25 mV 
inte:tvals. 
A p:>rtion of. a typical digital recording of stimulated Purkinje 
fiber transmembrane action p:>tentials (TAPS) is shown in Figure 1.6a. 
'!he TAP parameters are marked by the computer so that the accuracy of 
the ana.lysis can be judged visually. Reviewing the analysis results by 
eye is generally sufficient since errors made by the canputer tend to 
be large am obvious. In addition to stimulate:i tecordings, spontaneous 
Purkinje . TAPs are a.n.:Uyzed equally well usirg the :rule-based algorithm, 
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as are S{XlntanecJus TAPs from rabbit sinus node (Figure 1.Gb). Action 
p::>t.entials with very slOW' upstrokes, such as those fran the sinus node, 
may require adjusbnent of the activation voltage slope threshold 
pararreter (defined. in Rule #1) for accurate detennination of activation 
voltage. Also, when dealing with very slow upstrokes, it is orten 
diffiallt, even for an experienced operator, to decide. ~ct1.y 'Hhere. 
the activation points are located. '!he activation points can be located 
earlier in time with 1(,"Mer thresholds, but sensitivity to noise 
increases correspo1'1dirgly .. 'lhe default value of 0.6 Vis is a catpramise 






2048 HS 3411 HS 
Figure 1.68: Spontaneous action potentials from rabbit sinus 
node, digitized at 2 kHz. vertical marks are at 25 mV 
inte1.Vals. 
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VALIDATIC>N OF A~TED TAP ANALYSIS 
:Measurement of action potential parameters isconunonly done by· 
hand fran strip chart recordings or frcm PlotograPlS of the waveform 
displayeci on a storage oscillosce>pe. As this is a widespread practice, 
hand measurement is a reasonable starrlard against which to validate the 
automated analysis algorithm. 
canine Purkinje fibers were superfused. with st.a.rrlard bic.arbonate 
buffere::l Krebs solution (containing 4 .. 0 roM ~ an::l 2. 7 mM ca ++) 
saturated with 95% ~-5% 0)21 an::l wanned. to 37 C.· '!he tissue was 
impaled with glass capillary microelectrodes filled with' 3.0 M Kel, an::l 
having tip . resistances of 10-20 megohms. '!he transnel'rbrane potential-
was anplified by a capacitance neutralization electrometer.. TAPs were 
reco:rded. digitally (13 kHz sampling rate) by the data ac.quisition 
system described in the next ci1apter and simultaneously displayed on a 
storage oscilloscope (Tektronix 5111A) • '!he TAP upstrokes were 
electronically· differentiated an::l displayeci on the B tilre base of the 
-oscilloscope at a rapid sweep speed (0.5 msjdiv) using an analCXJ 
differentiator calibrated with sawtooth pulses of ~ ramp velocity 
(Bigger et al 1965). 'Ib avoid error due to nonlinearity of the 
differentiator, the calibration signal slope was always adjusted to 
within 100 Vis of the action potential upstroke velocity. For each 
recording, 35nm pho~phs of theoscillosce>pe screen were taken an::l 
, then printed on8xlO inch paper to m:rximize the accuracy of the harrl 
~ts. Transmembrane action p:>tential mea.surelllents were made 
with the aid of a digitizer pad (Houston Electronics) with a resolution 
of o. 1 nun. Ten randanly selected TAPs recordErl using both analcq- .an::l 
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digital methOOs were analyzed., with results listed in Table I. 'Ihese 
results indicate exc:ellent agreement between the two methOOs. Paired 
t-tests at the 5% level of significance failed to reject the hYJ.JOthesis 
of no difference between the data sets for all parameters. In the case 
• of the data for Vmax l however, it is noted that the varianc:e of the 
differences between the values ,estimated by the elootronic 
differentiator and by diff~ calculations is fairly larg-e, possibly 
reducing the pov.rer of the paired t-test significantly. To verify the 
strength of the relationship between the values calculated by the two 
methods the coefficient of detennination, r2, was calculated from the 
data pairs. '!he CC>I1pUted value of ,r2 = 0.9961 indicates that, based on 
these ten data :pairs I the difference calculation method is an excellent 




'!his subsystem employs the Knowledgeman data base manager (Micro 
rata Base System.s, Inc.) 'Ihe ASCII (text) lC>CJ file created by the 
acquisition program contains information about each data record, in a 
file fonnat which is compatible with the data ~ file reading system. 
Results of the automated analysis routine are also in compa.tible files. 
Post-processing of a set of experiments produces a Knowledgeman 
proc.ed.ure which attaches the log and aralysis files to the appropriate 
tables in the data base. After verifying proper data transfer, all 
data, 109" and analysis files are erased. from ,.:the acquisition program 
disk. 
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Fonnats for the data tables are shCMIl in Figure -1.7. TAPS ex>ntains 
infonnation about the expe.riments, such as date ani time the record was 
taken, digitization rate, sample pe.rioo, tissue identification 
infonnation ani treatIrents ani dooes appliecl to the tissue or cells. 
Results fran automa.tic analysis of action potentials (amp1itudei MOP, 
• 
Vrna,xf etc.) are storej in TAPrAN. A unified table, TARJr, which 
canbines infonnation -from lx>th sources is created using the tenp:>rary 
files TAPX and TAPrANX. TAPUT provides simple am rapid 
cross-correlation of data for analysis. 
Experimental 
Data Log 








(KNOWLEDGEMAN) . ·_4~ ___ . __ .. __ ~_.~ _________ . ___ --- ____ ~.*~~_+ ________ • 
Figure 1.7: layout of the data base tables. TAPS contains 
informa.tion -pertaining to the experilne.ntal setup am 
protocols, while TAFTAN holds the results of autanated. 
analysis of action potential recordings. TAPX and TAPI'ANX are 
tenp:>rary,tables which are used to crea~-a unifie:i table, 
TAIUr, and are then discarded. 
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DISaESIctl 
'!he ~ approach' to digitizing and. storing cardiac TAP ~ta 
differs somewhat from previous computer-based methods. rue to InelllOry 
constraints in earlier microcanputers a dual frequency sampling 
protocol was frequently employed in which the highest frequency 
ccmponents in the TAP data (in the upstroke, be-bleen AV and. peak 
overshoot) are sampled. at the :maximum rate available and. lower 
frequency conponents in the rena.inder of the TAP digitized at a nruch 
slower rate (Elharrar and. lovelace, 1979; IQ.ein et al, 1983). In these 
systems the TAP data are immediately analyzed and. in general only the 
TAP parameters are stored. in tabular fonn because of the relatively 
lilnited. pennanent storage capacity of floppy disks. our approach is to 
1:e.CX)ID, digit:a1..1..y, one. or t;.HQ cha'rn'e.1.s of. ~ ana1.~ data at a. 
continuous sample frequency vJhich is sufficiently fast to capture these 
data with fidelity (Buckles, He\Vett, 1986). '!he sample pericrl is 
adjusted. to capture 3-5 TAPS in each recording and. the basic cy-cle 
length of the stimulated TAPS or the autanatic rate in sp::>ntaneous 
preparations detennines the data sample pericx:i. 'Ibis method is more 
easily implemented. than in the past because the present generation of 
ndcrcx;onputers has. adequate addressable· random access mem:n:y (640 
kbytes or· greater) and. mass storage devices on which these large 
records can be stored.. 
Another factor which makes a constant digitization rate practical 
is that, based on experiments conducted in tb...ese laboratories, the 
mi.nllnum sample frequency required to record a Purkinje fiber Vrnax in 
20 
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the rarge of 700 to 800 Vis with fidelity is a surprisinJly lOW' 13 kHz 
(Buckles, Hewett, 1986). Mathematical estima.tion has proven to be a 
• satisfacto:ry methcxi for detennining the highest· Vmax values thus far 
recorded, approachi.ng' 800 Vis. '!his was detennined by comparing" 
measurerents made with a carefully calibrated electronic differentiator 
am those calculated by carplter. 
several advantages are derived from digitization of TAP recordings 
at a oonstant rate ani ex post facto analysis: 1) Cftle recordirg' process 
is somewhat sinpler because the experimenter need notl::e concerned that 
the rapid samplirg window coincides with the TAP upstroke. 2) '!he 
digital TAP recordings are easily copied ani the copies can then be 
filtered or edited as needed.. Part of the record can :he blanked or 
truncated. Retainin;} the original recom in archives affords security 
against lost data because analyses. can be repeated arrl TAP parameter 
data reg-enerated if necessary. 3) '!he TAP analysis can be done after 
post-processing" and ·can be repeated as many times as neecled to obtain 
satisfactory results. 
The disadvantage of this approach is that the results of TAP 
.analysis are not .innnediately available for evaluation arrl to provide 
feedback during the experiment. As currently inplemented, TAP analysis 
of a 121 kbyte record requires. about 55 seconds. mus is not an 
excessive amount of time and ·for nany experiments where the intervals 
between data recordirgs are sufficiently lorq, the acquisition prcqram . 
is exited. and TAP data analysis is nul 'While the experimenter is 
waiting" to make lOOre recordings. Aside fram /the processirg time 
restriction, the main hardware limitation of this system is the time 
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required. to display large data files on the screen. Gra.J.:irlc display on 
the CRr of every point in a very 10m recording can take several 
minutes. '!his lllnitation has been ove.rcane to some extent by inter-
facing the microcomputer with a Gould strip chart recorder which 
provides hard copy of a recorcling in a few seconds. 
Integration of the data aCXIUisition system am a data base manager 
permits easy am rapid retrieval am manipulation of the stored. TAP 
parameters for talJulation, statistical analysis am display. For 
example, the results of the experiments can be sorted to produce 
. statistics sha.ving effects and interactions. '!his also renni ts 
establishment of a set of nonns with respect to inter- am intra-
recording beat-to-beat variability in the data. '!his provides a 
statistical frame of reference for determining when the variability in 
the data is due to the actual presence of effects or can be attributed. 
to random or experimental error. It has been noted. that within a single 
record containing mul tiple stimulated. action potentials f:rum normal 
Purkinje fibers, variations in APDso and APDgo average less than one 
percent, while upstroke velcx:ity shows much greater variability. 
Treabnents with drugs or ions may produce much lTOre beat-to-beat 
variability in these parameters, requiring a larger ntnnber of action 
potentials for statistical analysis. 
'!he convenience and efficiency of this completely electronic 
approach to data storage and processing is dependent to some extent on 
the experimenter's proficiency in using the data base camnand 
stlucture. '!he utility of the data base has l:Jeery._ enhanced with a rnnnber 
of st.andardized prccedures and utility programs within the data base 
which perfo:rm many fnaquently required tasks. '!he usefulness of the 
system is prrticularly evident lNben a large amount of CXJl:tIllex data is 
collected, such as with a long TAP pacing protocol with several 
different trea:bnents. In experiments such as whole cell voltage clanps, 
often the amount ani diversity of data is much less than in TAP 




As discussed in the previous chapter t experiments in cardiac 
electJ:c>t:hysiolo;w have benefited from increasing availability and 
SO);tristication in laboratotY miCI"CXXJI11PUters. Complete syst:ens centered 
arourrl a miCI"CXXJI11PUter have been designed. and succ.:-essfully inplanented 
in several laboratories (Elharrar and lovelace, 1979; Fusi et al 1984; 
Diez Gil et al 1984; Klein, Jenkins and Ten Eick 1983). rrbe canputer 
system is usually interfaced. to the enviromnent by an analCX]-to-digital 
(AID) board, of which several are commercially available. Raripheral 
electronics provide synchronizing pulses for stimulus generation, 
oscilloscope sweep, data display and rec:ording and calibration signals. 
In nany cases, hC1Never, addition of a canputer to an already complex 
array of electronic equipment increases the level of difficulty 
encountered in setting up and running an experiment. In canplex 
experimental protocols srocoth and efficient coordina.tion of all of the 
required equipment using 'lTL timers and clocks is often difficult. 
Interc:onnections })etween equipment become dauntingly complicated, 
increasing the likelihocd of error or equipment failure. Hence the 
experimenter is required to set or dial in all parameters by hard for 
eaCh change in protocol. In addition, the likelih~ that all equipment 
f 
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and connections will . function 't.o:Jether at a time chosen by the 
ex.peri.menter decreases with increasing canplexity. 
l.hese difficulties can be ci.rcurrtvented by a devic:e designed 
specifically to control laOOratory electronic equipnent ani whidl is 
p~ by the laOOrato:ty microcan,puter. '!his chapter descriJ.Jes a 
dedicated microp:I"tX:eSSOr-baseci perit;ileral pro::::essor (PPU) which 
prcx:1uces timing ani control pilses of awropriate magnitude ani 
duration as instnlcted by I but imeperrlent of, the host microcarp1ter. 
'Ibis arrargement pennits the experimenter to ex>ntrol all of the various 
peripheral instnlments from the laOOratory c:orrputer keyboal:d without 
significantly affecting the data acquisition or analysis capabilities 
of the host computer. 
fue arrang-ement of the system, discusse::1 in the previous chapter 
arxi shown in Figure 1.1, highlights the central role played by the PRJ 
in coordina.ting the activities of the various electronics. Parameters 
for the experimental protocol are entered into the laOOrato:ty computer f 
an 1m ~/AT I using a PASCAL routine which fonnats the variables for 
the PRJ. A printer switch allows both the printer am the PRJ to be 
connected. to a single parallel printer port on the microcomputer • 
Cormnunication between the laOOratory computer am the Pro takes place 
only at initialization, or when a ~e is effected. 
Peripheral pro::::essor logic is contained in four large-scale 
integration chips I intercormected as sho;,m in Fi~ 2. 1. Central to 
the device is the· Motorola MC6802 microprocessor. 'lhis chip is a b3.sic 
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6800-series unit with an on-board 128-byte static rarrlan access memor.l 
(RAM) memory added. Variables which are accessed during execution of 
the routines stored in the erasable programmable read only memoty 
(EPR(I.i) are held in the RAM, which is addressed as the lavest 128 bytes 



















Figure 2.1: Schematic of the PRJ board, showing main 
interconnections between the major integrated circuits. '!he 
+j- 15 VOC lines provide' J.XMer for operational amplifiers 
used. as current drivers. 
The TMS2516JL-45 EPR.C!1 contains several· machine language 
. subroutines for experimental protocols and is hardwire:l on the 1:xJard so 
that the first address in the :EI'RCI1 corre5];X)nds to micropnxessor 
address 8000· (hexadec:imal) .. '!he current version of the PlU EPR.C!1 




'!he Intel 7134A D/A chip is a 14-bit current converter with two 
operational arrplifiers arrl suwort circuitry arranged to provide 
cammarrl vol tages for voltage am ClllTellt clanp experiments. Cormna.nj 
voltages for the DjA converter are divided into high arrl laY a-bit 
words arrl stored in the MC6802 static RAM. '!he Axopatch-lA userl. for 
clamp exper:i.nents has an extel:nal clarrp comnarrl sensitivity of 20mV per 
volt, arrl the +/- 15 volts available fran the 7134A provide a clamp 
rarge of +/- 300 roV. 
A Motorola MC6820/6821 Peri};i1eral Interfaa:! Adaptor (PIA) has two 
eight-bit inputjoutp.rt ports. One port links the PRJ with the PC/AT via 
an 8-bit port, arrl the. seconcl }?Crt is used for ou.tput of timing arrl 
trigger pulses. OUtput lines to the sawtooth calibrator and the 
stimulus isolators are conditioned by a set of 741-class operational 
amplifiers wired as low llnpedance drivers to rratch the requirerrents of 
the equipment. 
'!he four main chips arrl asscciated electronics are mounted on a 
4.5 x 4.5 inch circuit board with a 44 pin card edge connector, and 
plugged into a socket mounted in an aluminum box. pin assigrnnents on 
the card edge connector are listed in Table II; the pins are rnnnbered 
fram left to right looki.n;J at the component side of the board with the 
connector at the top. '!he mounting box also contains p:JWer supplies 
which provide +/-15 VOC and +5 voc. A list of parts is given in Table 
III. Point-to-p::>int wiring for the PRJ, which is rather complicated due 
mainly to the data arrl address busses, is displayed in its entirety in 
Figure 2.2. 
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Figure 2.2: Point-to-point wiring diagram of the PRJ }:x)ard, 
shCMing all interconnections and support components. llie 
power supplies are external to the Pro ~ and are not 
sham. Tab numbers on the right side refer to :pin assigrnnents 
listed in Table II. 
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PRJ software is in two contiguous segments: a contJ::ol and. 
communications routine for the lEM Fe/AT and. the machine language 
program contained. in the EPRCM. '!he requirements for fonnatting and 
serrling variables to match the PRJ EPRCM software are listed belCM and 
any program on any host COIlp.1ter which meets these requirements will 
suffice. OUr control conputer program is written in 'I\rrbo PASCAL and 
provides a convenient fonnat for enterin:J or changin:J a protcx:x:>l. 
'!he EPRCM program initializes the PRJ on pcMentp, accepts 
variables from the host computer and provides two major classes of 
experllnent protocols. Transmembrane action potential recordings are 
handled with the routine shCMIl by flCMChart in Figure 2.3 and a similar 
flCMChart for the voltage clamp control P:rCX¥CUD is given in Figure 2.4. 
Upon startup or reset an initialization process defines a set of 
default parameters and perfonns routine organizational chores such as 
setting the stack pointer and interrupt handling vectors. Variables are 
darmloaded to the PRJ by an interrupt sm:vice subroutine when a 
non-maskable interrupt is recei vecl from the host computer, a process 
which requires a total of approximately 500 ms to c:x:mplete. At all 
other times the PRJ operates independently of the host computer and 
therefore can be used. for tissue conditioning or maintenance while the 
host computer is occupied with other tasks such as analyzing data 







Figure 2.3: FlCM chart of the transmembrane segment of the 
pm EPRG1 program'. A complete listing /'of the assembly and 




P1 - P2 
SET/HOLD 
Figure 2.4: Flow chart of the voltage cl9.IDP segment of the 
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Figure -2.5: Timing cycles for each rocx:1e of operation, showing 
temporal relationships between the various triggers, delays 
and intervals. Each pulse and trigger· can be selected or 
deselected by the host computer controlling software. 
I - ... --
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'!he present generation of PRJ software, version 5.01, provides the 
transmembrane and clamp experiment protocols depicteci in Figure 2.5. -
Note that the stimulus pulses 81 and 82 in the transmembrane section 
are software selectable to either or roth of the dual channel stimulus 
isolators. Although fairly simple, these routines are very flexible and 
can easily be modified for more complex protocols either by changing 
the EJ?RCl.f progrannning itself or by writing the hQ.$t computer software 
I 
I 
to change the parameters automatically at different stages of an 
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~iment. In the t.ra:nsrcenbrane action potential segment, for 
instance, it is ocx::asionally desirable to r.un an experiment with an 
51-S2 inteJ:val which decrements or increments to a desired maxinunn or 
mininn..nn. '!his can be accomplished. without m:rlifying the present EI'.RCN 
software by periodically dCMnloacti.rq appropriate chan;Jes in variables 
from the host CC8.Tp.lter. 
Twenty-seven variables are dCMnloaded. from the host to the pro. 
Each is one 8-bit word, sent in parallel to one of the ports on the 
Motorola MC6820/6821 PIA. Data transfer is initiated when the host 
computer brings the nornnaskable interrupt line IaN for 10 milliseconds, 
causing the MC6802 to enter the interrupt sel:Ver subroutine. Eight data 
bits are placed on the connecting bus and then strobed into the PRJ via 
the data transfer strobe bit. '!he variable names, functions and 
definitions are listed belOiN and all times are given in milliseconds. 
1. PRGSEL 
2. ScrRIG 
Program selector: 0 = TransrneJnbrane routine, 1 - Clamp 
protocol. 
Oscilloscope trigger cxxle. One of the 8-bit PJrts on the 
PIA is use:i as a' set of output lines. '!he cxxle 
detennines which of the lines is set or reset. For the 
oscilloscope, the trigger is wired to bit 0 on the PIA 
port so that when a hexadecimal, ... ! 01' is sent to the PIA 












trigger codes all~ the O};lerator to select or deselect 
the trigger arrl penn.its redefinition by software of the 
functions of the output lines. '!he same principle 
applies to the other output lines. 
Sawtooth calibrator trigg-er. Hexadecimal cxxie is '08'. 
51 stimulus :pulse trigger. Hexadocimal cxxie is '04'. 
S2 stimulus pulse trigg-er. Hexadecimal cxxie is '10'. 
Time interval between scr.RIG arrl SWIRIG. :Maximum is 255 
nLS. 
Time interval between SWIRIG arrl beg'irming of 51, or 
between SCIRIG arrl beg'irming of 51 if SWIRIG is set to 
zero. Maximum is 255 IDS. L3belled PlDEL in clamp m:xie. 
Upper eight bits of S1 stimulus. calculated. as 
SlIlJRH = JNT( (SlDJration) / 256) 
labelled. PlIlJRH in clamp mode. Maximum duration is 65535 
ll1.S. 
·I..o\tIer eight bits of Sl stimulus. calculated as 
SlIXJRL = (SlDrration) - (S1IXJRH * 256) 
labelled PIIlJRL in clamp mode. 
Upper eight bits of S1-52 intel:val. calculated as 
S1S2nI = INT( (S1S2Intel:val) / 256) 
labelled. P1P211I in clamp mode. Maximum interval is 65535 
ros. 
I..o\tIer eight bits of 51-S2 intel:val. calculated as 
Sl.S2IL = (S1S2Intel:val) - (SlS7IH * 256) 







Upper eight bits of 52 stimulus. calculated as 
S2IXJRH = mr( (S2D..lration) / 256) 
labelled P2IXJRH in clanp toode. Maximmn duration is 65535 
InS. 
lower eight bits of 52 stllnulus. calculated as 
S2IXJRL = (S2D..lration) - (S2IXJRH * 256) 
labelled. P200RL in clamp toode. 
Upper eight bits of Retmn Hold duration. calculated as 
RHIlJRH = ruT ( (Retmn Hold DJration) / 256) 
Maximum retmn hold duration is 65535 ms. 
lower eight bits of Retmn Hold duration. calculated as 
RHIlJRL = (Rettun Hold D..lration) - (RHOORH * 256) 
Upper eight bits of remaining Cl'cle time. 'Ibtal 
remaining cycle time in transmembrane ll'lCrle is 
calculated as 
RCYCIE = (Cycle time) -(SWDEIrt-SlDEL+S1S2INTERVAIrl-S2IXJR) 
or I when the S1-S2 intErrval is zero I as 
RCYCIE = (Cycle time) -(SWDELrSlDELrSlIXJR+S2IXJR) 
In the- clamp protocol, remaining cycle time is 
calculated as 
RCYCIE = (CYcle time) - (P1DELrP1P2INrERVAL+P2IXJR 
+RHJ:)Jration) 
or, when the PI-P2 intErrval is zero, as 
RCYCIE = (CYcle time) - (PlDELrPlIXJR+P2IlJR+RlIDJration) 
laver eight bits of rerna.ining cycle ~ime. calculated as 
RCYCL = (RCYCIE) - (RCYat * 256) 
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.'!he remai.ninc; variables are 16-bit representations of clamping 
p:>t:entials. With +/- 15 ~ power SUW1ies, the clanpirlgr command 
potential range is awroximately +/- 250 mV, calibrated. for' the 
AXOPATCH-lA cammancl requirement for 20 mV output for 1 .V camnand input. 
the general fonnula for calculating the inte:Jer fran wilich the 16 bits. 
are derived is as follows: 
Integer = «15110 - (ClampVolts * 27.6) * 0.98) + 436 
for positive clamping potentials, and 
Integer = ClampVol ts * 27. 6 
for negative -pot.entia1.s. Tnis ca1.cul.ation is req¢.red in part. because 
the Intel 7134A O/A chip is a 14-bit COlWerter, loaded with a 6-bit 
word arrl then an 8-bit data word. '!he constants in the fonnula have 
been empirically detennined. for our :particular <:anbination of pcmer 
supplies arx:1 741-class op amps so that the clamp potential commarrls are 
acc;urate. OUr experience is that each o:s:nbination of power supplies, 
operational amplifiers arx:1 7134 DjA chips requires unique calibration 
constants for optimal prec!ision arrl accuracy. 
In all of the following" variables the calculated Integer is split 
into upper arrl laver a-bit words by the same fonnula used for the upper 
and laver cycle time arrl interval words. 
18. P1VH PI :potential upper 8 bits. 
19. PIVL PI potential lower 8 bits. 
20. P12VH PI-P2 :interval potential upper 8 bits. 
21. P12VL P1-P2 interval potential lONer 8 bits. 
22. P2VH P2 :potential upper 8 bits. ... -t 







Retmn hold potential upper 8 bits. 
Retmn hold p:>tential lCMer 8 bits. 
Rema.ining' cycle holding p:>tential upper 8 bits. 
Rema.ining' cycle holding p:>tential lCMer 8 bits. 
'!he primary purposes of counter/timers in mc>st transmembrane 
action potential experiments are to produce the 51 (or 52) stimulus 
pulses and trigger an oscilloscope and sawtooth calibrator. 'Ibis is 
necessa:r:y so that the action lX'tential appears in an appropriate 
:position on the oscilloscope and is inmediately preced.ecl by the 
sawtooth signal. '!he sawtooth signal is used. to calibrate the 
electronic differentiator (Bigger et al 1968) and must be precisely 
timed so that the differentiation of the sawtooth and the u;I?Stroke can 
be seen t.cx;Jether at a rapid sweep speed on the B time base. In this 
system the electronic differentiation is not recorded; Vmax is 
estimated by a finite-difference calculation from the digitized 
transmembrane action p:>tential recording" as discussed. in the previous 
chapter. Because the mi.nimtnn acceptable digital sampling frequency is 
• 
proportional to Vrnax (Buckles, Hewett 1986),. the elect.ronic 
differentiation of the upstroke, which provides innnediate indication of 
• 
V is monitored. to ensure that the sampling rate is fast enough to max, 
capture the upstroke with gcx:xl fidelity. 
'!he counter/timers on some conmercially availaQ.le :pulse generators 
I 
are able to perfonn most of the functions incorporated into the pro. 
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One A/D lx>a1:d (TECMAR, I.A1:"ftfASTER) has three integral timers Wich can 
be p~ to provide synchronization p.llses. BroWn. am Millecxirla 
(1983) designed am built a laboratory controller for ~ysiolCXJY 
experiments WiC!h is capable of providing' elaOOrate timing sequences 
with gocxi t.en"pJral resolution, but requires rep~ of the 
on-boan:i EPR!Jvfs to change the timing' sequences. 
'!here are several advantages inherent in the PPU Wich are not 
likely to be found. in a simple pulse generator or timer: 
1) D::Jwnloading e>qJerimantal parameters fran the host computer 
penni'ts the experimenter to ce>ntrol the e>qJerimant from the same 
keyboard Wich controls data aCXJUisition and. analysis. once the 
experiment beg'ins, little or no tunri.ng' of dials and. flipping of 
switches is ne.cessmy. 
2) '!he experimental parameters can l:>e stored as files or sets of 
files in the host computer am reloaded into the PPU as desired. '!his 
is particularly useful for designing, retairti.nJ and. reproducing complex 
pa.cing protocols. 
3) 1he device is very flexible. with appropriate host conputer am 
El?RCM software mcx:lificatioIlS, virtually any p.llse sequence likely to be 
required can be generated. 
4) A single keystroke changes the mcx:le of operation from 
transmembrane action potential to vol tage claItlp and. from voltage claItlp . 
to transmembrane mode. 
The PRJ is designed td control voltage claItlp experilnents through 
the external voltage claItlp carnmarrl input o~ the voltage clamp 
amplifier. Voltage clamp conunand.. output from the PRJ has proven to be 
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highly acnrrate and. very stable. '!he absolute ma.g:nitude of the camnarrl 
voltage is deperrlent on the irrlividual characteristics of the J?CMer 
supplies and. the operational anplifiers and. calibration of the hC>St 
compu:ter software is req,uired for each proc:essor and. associated parNer 
SUW1y. 'Ibis is done empirically via the host a:ttpJter software for 
each periJ;beral processor I but once canpleteCl, recalibration has not 
been necessary. OUr calibrations -' which we perfonood once and. 
occasionally check, have resu1te.d. in clantp c.ornma:rd accuracy of +/- 0.5 
mVof the desired. JX)tential throughout the allONable voltage ra.ng-e. 
The PRJ has several limitations inherent in the design. Signal and. 
trigger lines are conditioned with operational anplifiers to ma.tch our 
specific laboratory- setup. Some hardware charges to the Pro may :be 
required. if peripheral electronics different than those discussed in 
this text are employai, although the charges should not 1::>e difficult to 
implement. In point of fact one of these pros is in operation at the 
Department of IhysiolO3Y, College of Rlysicians and. SUrgeons, Colmnbia 
University, New York, N. Y. and. has 1Jeen slightly nniified to suit the 
peripheral equipment at that location. 
A5 presently programmed, all times are in increments of 1 
millisecond. 'Ibis :pennits delays of as much as 65 seconds :between 
events in a cycle, but prevents the use of fractions of milliseconds in 
S{JeCifying the timirg of cycle events. In the case of time delay 
inteJ:vals such as that between the oscilloscope trigger and the onset 
of the first stimulus pulse, this can be inconvenient at high 
oscilloscope sweep speeds. All things considered ~ese limitations do 
not seriously affect. the utility or flexibility of the pro. 
In surmnary, the PRJ is a microprocessor-based. pulse and voltage 
generator which controls and coordinates voltage clamp ext.en1a.l conunand. 
inputs, stinulators, and IOC>nitorirg and calibration devices. '!his unit 
is pr<X3ralluned by and otherwise operates irrleperrlently of the host 
carput:er. Virtually any conp..rter with a parallel cxmnunications or 
printer IX>rt can l:>e used as the host CCl1plter. A CXJllplete listirg of 
the EPR:M assembly language -software is provided in the Appendix. 
Although not required for proper operation, the PRJ functions well as 
part of the digital data aapisition, analysis, storage and data base 




Voltage clanp ex.periments, particularly the si.r.qle channel patch 
clamp tectmiques developed by Neher and. Sakrrann (1976) I provide direct 
obseIvation of membrane ion channels fran many diverse preparations 
rang-i.r.q fran squid giant axons to isolated. ventricular myocytes. '!he 
principle of 'Whole-c.ell voltage c1a:I11J.Jing' is sinple: A sing'le electrod.e 
is attache.d. to or insertecl through a cell membrane and. sufficient 
current of appropriate p:>larity is passed through the. electrod.e to 
naintain a stable transmembrane p:>tential. '!he current required. to 
maintain transmembrane potential is referred to as "fee:tback current" 
am is ecaual in ma.gnitude to the sum of the currents flO'N'ing across the 
membrane from all sources. In the classic Hcrlgkin and. Huxley ex.periment 
series (1952) the f~ck current was .. detennined to 00 ec;{Ual to the 
algebraic sum of the p.:>tassium and. scxlimn currents flOW'ing across the 
squid axolemma.. cardiac c:ells typically present a much more complex 
system in that calcimn currents also contribute to changes in membrane 
potential and there ma.y be several types of channels for each ion 
species. Also, the geanetry of heart c:ells is less ac1vantageous for 
gocd. spatial voltage hc:m.:geneity. Single channel recordin:J techniques 
are being exploited. to separate and. classify the app.arent profusion of 
" 
channel types. 
1.be circuit diagram for a typical V/hole-cell clanp experiment is 
shown in Figure 3.l.a. '!he voltage clanping function is provided by the 
operational anplifier through the feedback resistor · V ref is the 
desired transrrenbrane p:rt:ential. since the op amp also functions as a 
current-voltage converter in that (VB - Vref) is prop:>rtional to the 
feedback current, monitoring" that voltage difference is equivalent to 
monitoring" the flow of current across the membrane. 
R f VB 
,..----.--.-.-a .......... "'.,."""".,,/\IV', ..... , .. ""'''.''''~ 
/h / / 
V 
ref 
V=I R p 
Figure 3. lA: Schematic representation of a voltage clamp 
experiment. '!be cell is shONn with an elect.rcrle attached and 
a reference electrode is in the bath helCM the cell. Also 
shCMl1 is the clamping" operational amplifier with feE:d.back 
resistor and reference (clamping) voltage source. 
rrbe combination· of the cell, the electrode and the clanpirg 
circuit can l:e m:xlelerl as an electricalc:ircuit with lumped parameters, 
as in Figure 3.lb. With some changes in parame~-. the form of the 
merlel is the same either for whole-cell or for patch clamps. Conponent 
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values given in the figure are typical for a meditnn size -whole-cell 
experiment. The input capacitance, ein, is contributed by the Iilysical 
characteristics of the glass electrode. series resistance Rs is a stnn 
of electrode tip resistance, resistance between the tip of the 
electrode and the intracellular fluid and between the membrane and the 
grourd e1ect:.rooe. 












... - ... " .... ~---.--
Cin 
~-----~+-- Vp 
Figure 3.1B: I.1.lnq:ed-parameter circuit equivalent to the setup 
in Figure 3.lA. '!he feedback resistor, Rf' is given as 500 
megohms. Voltage V=InR is proportiOnal to the current 
re:;J.U.ired to naintain the potential across the membrane at 
Vre · Cf is stray capacitance associated with the feedback resIstor, and Rs and c. are parameters attributable to the 
glass rnicroelectrode. ill 
For cardiac cell experiments the electrode tip resistance is by far the 
largest contributor to series resistance. '!he pcu;allel combination of 
.... -
/ 
Rm and C1n is a lunq:>ed-parameter representation of the electrical 
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characteristics of the cell membrane. unit area capacitance for lipid 
bilayers is typically on the order ofl uf/an2. Measurements of 
membrane current in this envirornnent are ~j ec:t to errors and. , 
limitations fran several SC>UrCeS. Much of the follavirg is based on an 
analysis by Colquhoun and. Hawkes (1983). 
Barrlwidth limitation: In theo~ the operational amplifier responds 
infinitely quickly to diff~ in potential between the p::sitive and. 
negative inputs. Practical ct> a:mps; have sleN rates on the order of 10-7 
seconds, providing a maxinn.nn effective barrlwidth of about 1.6 mHz. llie 
feedback resistor, by the nature of its construction, has a small stray 
parallel capacitance. Parallel c.om1:.lination of resistance and. 
capacitance acts as a ION pass filter, limitirg the response speed. and. 
therefore the barrlwidth of the clanpirg circuit. AlthOl..lgh high-quality 
feedback resistors are designed to minimize stray capacitance, for a 
typical ccmnercial film resistor of 500 IOO.<1ohms arrl an effec:tive stray 
capacitance of 50 fF, the bandwidth of the clamp circuit is limited to 
6.4 kHz'. Th.e combination of feedback resistance-capacitance and. finite 
op amp sleYl rate prcrlu<:es a second order low pass filter dominated by 
the effect of the feedback circuit. '!he bandwidth of the circuit is 
important since events which cx:x:ur faster than the amplifier can 
resporrl are sharply attenuated or lost altogether. 
Series resistance: Feedback current flCMirg across the membrane 
also causes a voltage drop across the series resistance equal to the 
prcrluct of the feedback current and. Rs. The }?Otential across the 
, membrane differs from the desi1:a:i clanp p:rt:ential"'-'by an error factor I 
the magnitude of which is proportionctl to the magnitude of Rs relative 
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to R,m. 'Ihis error nay became partialiarly significant (up to 50%) 
during depolarizations of squid giant axons, since membrane resistance 
is lowest at that tiIre (Binstock et al 1975). For the lOOdel in Figure 
3.lb, the p:rt.ential at which the membrane is clcuape:l differs from the 
ccmnani p:rt.ential by 1-5%. 
capacitive transients: '!he input am membrane capacitances create 
current and voltage spikes durin';J changes in clamping p:Jt:ential as they 
charge from am discha:rge into the clart'1lJ circuit. Size and duration of 
the spikes depend on the magnitude of the capacitances and the 
magnitude of resistances in series or parallel. '!be time course of the 
transients may be very complex due to the presence of several distinct 
capacitances in differing locations. 
several different circuits and. methcds have been devised. over the 
years to correct or compensate for the major sources of error. The 
bandwidth limitation imposed by the op ~ and. feedback resistor has 
characteristics which are detennined by the design and physical 
construction of the feedback amplifier and which are therefore constant 
for earn device. For the circuit described above the frequency respJnse 
of the clamp circuit has a first order relIcff corresp::>nding to the 
time constant Rtcf I and a second relloff at the c CXJrrter frequency of the 
op amp. 
The banlwidth of the amplifier can :be exten:l~_ by a correction 
circuit such as that shONIl in Figure 3.2. '!his circuit has a first 
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order rollup at the same corner frequenc:y as the RrCf rolloff, and can 
extend the bandwidth up to the range of 40-100 kHz. ~ially 
available voltage clamp devices such as the Axopatch-lA (Axon Instnl-
ments) include a "boost box" which is adjusted to cx:xnpensate for 
feedba.ck anplifier bandwidth limitations. Errors from this source are 





Figure 3.2: A "negative caJ?Clcitance" amplifier circuit used 
to C'!OItlfJ€l1SClte for the low pass filter effect of Rtcf- '!he 
variable resistor is adjusted to set the follup corner 
frecJ.uenc..y of this circuit to the same frequency as Rtcf-
rrhe time course of current record.iDJs from voltage clamp 
experiments is altered by the c:x:>mbined effects of series resistance and 
capacitive elements. Hcxigkin, Huxley and Katz (1952) used careful 
electrod.e placement and modifications to the feedba.ck circuitl:y to 
eliminate much of the series resistance effect, typ.i-Gally attaining an 
estimated 60% error correction. More recently, Sigworth (1980) used a 
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secord orcler ICM-pass Bessel filter in the feedback loop to stabilize 
the response of the clamp circuit. Moore et al (1984) have developed an 
"active bridge" circuit designed to provide error corrE3Cl:ion ap-
preaching' 100%. A methcxi base::} on IlUIl'erical a.IlCllysis techniques has 
been devised by Palti ani Cohen-Annen (1982) for off-line correction of 
series resistance errors. As an alterna.tive to feedback circuitry' 
mcxtifications scm= investigators, notirg that series resistance error 
, 
is prcJ}?Ortional to the magnitude of membrane current, have limited 
membrane current by lowerirg the concentration of scxlimn in the 
extracellular fluid (Moore et al, 1984). While this method does reduce 
scxlium currents it also reduces the strength of the recorded signal ani 
may significantly lower the signal-to-noise ratio ani the physiological 
effects of lCMering the extracellular scxlium concentration may alter 
the results of the experiment. 
Series resistance tends to dampen capacitive transients arrl 
efforts to compensate' for series resistance errors with active a.IlCllog 
circuitry' are complicated by the fact that as the level of c:::x:mpensation 
increases,. the capacitive components beg'in to destabilize the feedback 
amplifier. At levels much above 70% the clamp circuitry exhibits 
ringirg ani oscillation.. Additiona.l circuitry, usually involving 
"negative capacitance" amplifiers, is frequently used· to cancel 
. capacitive transients by injecting" current into the clamp circuit in 
opposition to the currents created by the capacitances. 'Ibis circuitry 
differs from that described to compensate for operational amplifier 
. feedback resistor dlaracteristics main! y in that the time CXJnstant for 
.... -. 
I 
the· amplifier compensation circuit is usually fixed. at the tine of 
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manufact.ul::e arx:l ret"JUires little adjustment. capacitive transients 
attributable to experimental conditions must of necessity differ 
between experi.J:oonts I SCI'OOtimes widely so,' arx:l the canpe.nsation 
ciraJitry should therefore be very flexible. Note that the series 
resistance arx:l capacitive transient circuits must be adjusted. b:xJether, 
that is, interactively, to minimize distortions in the voltage clamp 
recordings. 
To illustrate how all of this works in the experi.J:oontal 
environment, in the following exanple experiment a whole-cell clamp 
recording was made fran canine ventricular :m.yocytes using an Axopatch-
]A •. '!be procedure is paraphrased from the Axopatch-lA Patch Clamp 
'!heazy arx:l Operation manual by Finkel (1986), with pennission. 
'!he Axopatch has four controls for input capacitance compensation 
(two each for fast and. slC1N COltpOnents) I three for series resistance, 
arrl one for membrane capacitance. A glass elect:rode of 3-6 l.'llegohms tip 
resistance is .brought into contact with the cell membrane with 
micromanipulators and. a high-resistance seal forms between the lumen of 
the elect:rode and. the membrane. A repet:.itive square wave is generated 
with an oscillator interna.l to the Axopatch, and. the fast time constant 
(tau) and. magnitude controls are adjusted to minimize the fast 
transients. ()ccasionally after the fast adjustment has been corrpleted a 
slOW" transient is observed, arx:l this is minimized with the slow tau arx:l 
magnitude controls. After the fast arx:l SlChl adjustments are finished. 
the patch of membrane enclosed. by the Imnen of the electrod.e is 
ruptured either by vacumn or by electrical impul~, and. a :rleYl set of 
! 
transients appears. '!he series resistance arx:l wnole-ce1.1 capacitance 
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controls are adjusted to minimize the additional transients, am the 
fast ani slow tau controls can now .be retuned if necessaxy. Note, that 
the series resistance must be substantially snaller than the membrane 
resistance for accurate measurement of am CClI.l'pel1Sation for series 
resistance am whole-cell capacitance. 
l.aOOrat.olY l1\ic.roc.atplters elI\P"loyed.. tOl: data. co1.l.ec:*:ion ard 
analysis make p:>SSible another approach to correction am enhancement 
of voltage clamp records. tftle combina.tion of cell, electrode am 
recording device may be viewed as a system actinc;J upon the signal of 
interest 1 in this case the membrane a.rrrents, to produce the output 
~igrnl ~W'iI Py the ~imenter. From this perspective, the 
equation describinc;J the relationship of the observed output to the 
input and. the system is 
yet) = x(t) * h(t) 
where yet) is the observed output, x(t) is the signal of interest am 
h(t) is the "impulse response" of the system. '!he n * II symbol 
represents the convolution in the time domain of the input, x(t), with 
h(t). '!his system is shOilIl schematically in Figure 3.3. To explain h~ 
this approach is used, we will begin with a sinple case where the 
system acts as a ION' pass filter with cutoff frequency f c · Inptlt 
signals composed of frequencies belCM fc are passed t.hrough the system 
without distortion, but higher frequencies are ~ingly attenuated. 
A system of this type is often depictai in a log/log plot k:nown as a 
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Bcxle magnitude plot (Figure 3.4a). '!he ordinate is the base 10 log of 
frequency , either in radians per second or Hertz arrl the abscissa is in 
decibels defined as 201o;JIO(output/input). 'Ibis type of plot, which is 
. also called a .t frequency response cw:ve", is very useful in that the 
a.rtoff frequency or frequencies of the system ma.y be estimat:ecl by 
inspection arrl, conversely, if the equation describirg the system is 
known the Bocle plot can be sketchErl directly fran the coefficients. 
With an ideal first order filter the degree of attenuation of higher 
frequencies increases by 20 db/dEalde of frequency. Higher order 
filters have correspondingly faster rates of frequency attenuation. 
............u ....... u........u. ~ System I···················································· .............. -- .. ~ 
X ( t ) ---.~ ~"-----,.. y ( t ) 
h(t) -
Figure 3.3: Generalized diagram of a single system acting on 
an input signal, x(t), to prcduce the output signal, y(t) , by 










Figure 3.4A: Law pass filter. 
HIGH PAS.S IILTU 
Figure 3.4B: High pass filter. 
Figure 3.4: Bcx:le magnitude plots of a first order low pass 
filter, Panel A, and a first order high pass filter, Panel B. 
Corner frequency for both filters is 340 Hz. 
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'!he laplace transfonn frequency danain representation of a first 
order IaN pass filter is 
Yes) = ( 1 / «s/Pi)+l) )X(s) 
where .pi is the system "pole" corresporrling to the corner frequency of 
the filter. ('!he designation "first order" refers to the single system 
pole.) rrhis equation has the fonn 
Yes) = H(s)X(s) 
where H(s) = ( 1 / «s/Pi)+l) ) is the system transfer function impulse 
response. '!he time. domain representation, h(t), is fourrl by taking the 
inverse laplace transfonn of H (s) which yields 
h(t) = Pi * exp(-Pi * t). 
In the discrete case, i.e. for data points in the microcomputer, the 
continuous signal from the recorder is sampled. at regularly spaced 
th points "Til seconds apart. The impulse response at the Uk II sample 
point is 
kT 
h(kT) - r (Pi) (exp(-Pi * w» dw 
(k-l)T 
= exp(-pi * kr) - exp(-Pi * (k-l)T). 
Finally, the output signal at a discrete point in tine, y(kT) I 15 
comput€rl from the convolution SUIml1a.tion as 
k-l 
y(kT) = ~ h(k-i) * xCi) 
i=O 
Another sinple case is the system which acts as a first order· high pass 
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filter, in which frequencies pJ::'CX}reSSive1y below the cutoff point are 
prcx;p:essively attenuate:.i at the first order rate of 2Odb/decade. '!he 
Bcde magnitude plot is shCtNl1 in Figure 3. 4b and the transfer function 
representation is 
H(s) = s / «S/Pi)+l). 
1his function is referred to as "improper" or "feedforwardU since the 
order of the numerator and denomina.tor is the same, the tenn 
"feedforward" referring to the fact tbat an input has a correspo:nc.:lirq 
instantaneous out.p.It as opposed to a slight delay between input and 
output for the low pass filter. Converting the transfer function to the 
time domain and integrating to solve for the discrete case yields 
held') = 1 + e:xp(-Pi * kT) - exp(-pi * (k-l)T) 
arrl the output, y(kr), is fourrl by the convolution summation given 
earlier. 
IcM and high pass filters can ):)e combined. in the same system to 
produce a ba.njpass filter. A typical frequency re5J?Onse a.rrve, shONl1 in 
Figure 3.5a, illustrates the action of the filter in passing without 
distortion only those frequencies between the high pass and lav pass 
cutoffs. 'Ihis effect can be achieved by serrling the input signal 
through one of the filters, then passing the output of tbat filter 
through the other. Note tbat the order of fil tering has no effect on 
the fonn of the output. Figure 3. 5b is a system schematic of bandpass 
filtering. In the frequency domain the transfer function of the 
bandpass filter is the product of the transfer functions of the high 
and low pass filters: ,"'--














y'(t) = x(t) • t,o(t) 





Figure ·3.5: Bcde magnitude plot of a barrl pass . filter showing 
attenuation of frequencies above and belCM the barrl cutoff 
points. Panel B shCMS how a barrl pass filter C9fl be formed by 
series connection of a low pass and a high pass filter. 
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Exte.rrling this line of :reasoning it is seen that very conplex systems 
often can be broken down into a series of siIrpler functions I ordered 
arbitrarily, through which a signal is passed seriatim. 
NOVl suppose that our re<::ord.i..rg system acts as a bandpass filter. 
'!he signal passing through the system is distorted in that very rapid 
events will :be attenuated, as will very slCM' charges in the amplitude 
of the signal. '!he severity of the distortion is a function of haY mudl 
of the signal ertel:'9Y lies above the lCM pass cutoff or belOW' the high 
pass cutoff. Much of this signal energy can be recovered by 
artificially ext:.en:ling the high and ION pass cutoff points ani this is 
exactly what the capacitance and series resistance compensation 
circuits are designed. to do. 'Ibis is also the same operation discussed. 
earlier with regard to ext:.en:ling the barrlwidth of the feedback 
amplifier used as a voltage clamp. 1he same effect is achievable 
mathematically and, therefore, in the <Xm1pUter, in the follOiling 
'!he bandpass filter is two simple filters, lOW' ani high pass, in 
series. We can add two more blocks to the system, one of which is the 
inverse of the lCM pass, and one for inverse high pass. Recalling that 
in the frequency domain the trarofer function of two systems in series 
. is the product of the transfer ftmctions of each of the systems, we can 
define the inverse filtering ftmctions as 
Hinv(S) = «s/Pi)+l) / «s/P2)+l) 
where P2>Pi for inverse low pass, and P2<Pi for inverse high pass. '!he 
net effect of passing a signal through a filter, ,then the inverse of 
the filter, is to substitute the higher. or lCMer altoff frequency. '!his 
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substitution is required be::::a.use I analcgous to the case where very good 
series resistance cx:mpensation causes instability, perfect ~tion 
can cause unpredictable results. The analcq arrl digital implementations 
of this scheme are mathematically identical arrl the concept can be 
exterrled as before to more complex, higher order systems. 
Digital signal compensation can rx:M be perceived as a two step 
operation in which first the characteristics of the system, i.e. the 
fom arrl coefficients of the transfer function are determined, arrl then. 
ex>rrective measures are employed to exten:i the ban:1width of the system 
as awropriate. With the Axopatch analog circuitl:y :both steps are taken 
simultaneously. Adjustl.ncJ the test signal with the. CXJI1'tPel1SCltion 
controls is ec}llivalent to detennining the system parameters, arrl, once 
set, COItlJ:)ellSationoccurs continuously at those settings. Although it 
may be possible to use the control settings to determine the parameters 
for digital signal compensation as well, the actual analo;J settings in 
each experiment depend. to some extent on the ability arrl experience of 
the experimenter. We have' obseI:ved some variability· in settings between 
operators arrl even within the sane operator using the recorder at 
different times. 
SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION 
There is a number of different techniques for system 
identification, three of which have been tested extensively arrl are 
described belON. 
STEP RESroNSE .... -. f 
'!he square wave usa:i to set the analcq compensation a:>ntrols is a 
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series of step functions. rnteoretically, the res.ponse of a system to a 
step function is a series of sunm:ations of the irnpllse response tenns: 
k 
r(kT) = ~ h(iT). 
i=O 
From this relation, the iInpulse response tenns can be CCIt1pUt.ed as 
h(kT) = r(kT) - r«k-l)T). 
In attemptirg to use this approach two major drawbacks were 
encountered, one general arrl one specific to our hardware. Usually the 
response curve recordeCl as the system output is contaminated to varying 
degrees by noise. '!his can be overcome to some extent by averaging" a 
number of step resp::lnses, but when the h(kT) tenns became numerically 
small the variance of the tenns tea::rnes correspondi.rqly arrl often 
l.D1ac:ceptably large. For rapidly res.pondi.rq systems this effect may 
completely obscure the iInpulse resp:>nse tenns. Secondly, our AID boal:d 
is not capable of simultaneous AjD arrl D/A conversions, arrl for this· 
reason we have designed the peripheral processor described in the 
. previous chapter to pass conunands to the Axopatch while the computer is 
taking data. Using" the PRJ, data aOlllisition can be timed to coincide 
with the onset of the step wavefonn but there is always some jitter 
'between thetiloo the AjD board receives the COllU1lal1d to acquire data arrl 
the time· at which data aOlllisition actually begins. At fast sample 
rates the jitter reduces' the time correlation between samples of 
successive steps arrl terrls to blur the calculated impulse res.ponse 
coefficients. 
Even when sufficiently accurate recordings ~. obtained. to give a 
good. estima.te of the iInpulse response tenus, ana.! ysis of anything but a 
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very sinple system is difficult. A goc:d model of the system, including 
a priori information about the oniers of the tenus I must be available 
an:i the ranges of the coefficients of the nniel must be nar::r<:M' and 
clearly defined so that anve fitting of the impulse :response tenus can 
produce goc:d estimates of the CC>efficients. OUr experience is that this 
relatively ideal situation is not often encountered. 
WHITE NOISE 
'!he continuous CUl:Ve depicted in the Bode magnitude plot has a 
nagnitude point at every frequency alom the ordinate. If a signal 
which contains equal energy at every frequency in the rarge of interest 
is applied to the input of a system 1.lI'rler study t measurement of the 
response of the system can be ma.de simultaneously at each point on the 
frequency scale. mus would supply the infonnation for the plot and 
thus serve to characterize the system. SUch. a signal is tenned ''white 
noise", and is the product of a cx:xnpletely ranciom or Gaussian precess. 
Fluctuations· in white noise signal anplitude are distributed. nornally 
with mean signal level of zero and variance proportiona.l to signal 
:pJW'er. To characterize. a system using white noise requires an 
electronic source of noise which has equal energy in all frequencies in 
the range of interest. Because the noise must only be '''Nhite'' in a 
certain frequency band, this signal is sometimes called "barrl limited. 
white noise". After applying the signal to the system input, Fourier 
transform analysis is performed on the recoroed, digitize::l output 
signal to measure the response of the system at each of a series of 
equally spaCErl frequencies. The actual frequenc~ available for 
analysis d~ on the time interval· between digitization points 
(samples) ani the rnnnber of samples taken. since by definition the 
white noise input signal has eq:ual energy at all frequencies this 
technique is theoretically equivalent to awlying sine wave inp..tts to 
the system at eadl of the eq:ually spaced frequencies s.i:multaneously. 
1b.e magniblde of the Fourier transfonn of the recorded signal is an 
estimate of the frequeI1.C'.Y response of the system. In most cases the 
Fourier transfonns of a rnnnber of recordings are averaged to improve 
the _imate. 
A gocxl S01.ll:'C!e of bani limited white noise for this application is 
not easily obtainable. 1b.e least expensive COl.ll1.\1erCial noise generator 
we could find was several thousand. dollars, more than we felt was 
practical for this application. Attempts to construct anal<.:Jg' noise 
generators based on reverse biased diOOes were not entirely succ:essful, 
and. it was determined. that digital pseudorandcm noise generators were 
too c.omplex and time consuming to build. HOVlever, the system itself 
generate.s noise which we felt might l:>e use::} to determine the 
feasibility of this approach. '!his noise cort'eS from several sources, 
incl'l.ld.i.rq junction or 1tshot" noise in ·the semicorrluctor e1.el!\e!nts In the 
electronics and Jolmson or thermal noise in the resistive elements. 
since the level of thermal noise is proportional to· electrical 
resistance, the very high resistances presented by the cell membrane 
and glass electrode tip might generate sufficient noise for the 
ana.lysis. Several nc>ise recordings were made with the Axopatch 
electraneter set for very high gain and. estilnates of the p::>Vler spectra 
were cx::mputed. using Welch's no:tification of :-the Bartlett method 
(Oppenheim, Shafer 1975). A typical spectrum, plotted. on nonnal scales, 
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is shavn in Figure 3.6. One surprising' result was the a~ of 
peaks c:entered. on hannonics of 1 kHz. '!he source of this signal has not 
been found but we S]?9CUlate that sane devioo in the neighborllocxl of the 
lab generates a very' weak signal not observable at nonnal levels of 
amplification. Also, since despite our best efforts we were not able to 
elimina.te this artifact completely, it is possible that the Axopatch 
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Figure 3.6: '!his is the av:erage of the Fourier transfonn 
magnitudes of ten noise recordings taken from the Axopatch-lA 
with, a ten treg'ohm resistor connected from the headstage to 
grourrl. Note the peaks at approximately 1 kHz and 2 kHz 
possibly attributable to external interference. "'_c 
; 
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When the power spectnnn is plotted on the Bode log-leg: scale 
another difficulty becomes evident. Discrete Fourier p::::Mer spectra are 
estimates of the actual spectra in that only a finite am::>UIlt of data 
are available for analysis. 'Ihe underlyirg process is theoretically of 
infinite duration and so requires an infinite anount of data to specify 
exactly. In practice, taking a finite data run has the effect of 
''wirrlCMirg'' the data by multiplyirg a c.x>ntinuous infinite data stream 
with a WindCM of finite duration. Tnmcatirg the data in this manner 
causes ripples in the frequency domain. 'Ihese ripples are, in effect, 
the Fourier transfonn of the WirrlCM convolved with the transfonn of the 
data. 'Ibis effect is moderated in the weldl. method by specifying' a 
smoothly cw:virg WindOVl that reduces the magnitude of the data points 
near the ends of the data run. 
Figure 3.7: Iog'-log plot of the Fourier transfonn magnitude 
of a data file consisting of the coefficients of a Hanuning' 
window'. '!he magnitude cu:rves above 1 kHz rep~ side lobe 
energy which appears as "ripples" in ftequency domain 
representations of data files p~ with the Hamming 
wirrlOVl. 
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Figure 3. 7 is a Bcxie plot of the Fourier transform magnitude spectrum 
of the Hamming wirrlow used in these experiments. It is apparent that 
the signal strength of the internal noise is so low that, as 
illustrated in Figure 3.8 I the transfonn of the Hanunirq wirrl~ al.Iocst 
completely dominates the transform of the noise data. It is lX'SSible to 
compute the transfonn of the window and, in theory, renove it from the 
response curve but in practice it is difficult to specify the transform 
with sufficient precision to eliminate . the win:low effect without 
severely distorting the data, especially when the form of the transfonn 
of the data is not known a priori. In addition, the computational 
burden increases alOI1CJ with increasing manipulation of the data, with a 
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Figure 3.8: Bcxie magnitude plot of a noise record.i.rg' taken at 
the same tiIre as those in Figure 3.6, shcming side lobe peaks 
characteristic of the Hanunirq wllrlCM. '!he _wirdow effect 
al.Iocst completely masks the frequency responSe attributable 
to the noise. · Note the peak at awroximately 9 kHz, a 
hanoonic of the 1 kHz contamination discussed in the text. 
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Ultimately we lVere able to bor:t:"OW a noise generator, General Radio 
type 1390-B, which produced signal levels high encugh to pennit 
application of the white noise analysis awroach. A series of test 
spectra nUl directly on the output of the generator, shCMll superinposed 
in Figure 3.9A, digitized at three different samplirg frequencies, 
irrlicates that the noise spectnnn was sufficiently flat within our 
range of interest. '!he presence of spikes at 60Hz ani 120Hz, irrlicating 
a weak filter capacitor in the generator poYler SlJI:Ply, did not 
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Figure 3. 9A: 'Ihree superimposed noise spectra from recordings 
made directly from the noise generator output. Recordings 
were digitize.:l at 10 kHz, 20 kHz ani 50 kHz to eliminate 
sampling effects. Note peaks at 60 Hz ani 120 Hz probably due 
to a weak filter capacitor in the generator ~er SlJI:Ply. 
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After measuring the output of the generator I the Axopatch was set up 
with a 10 m=gdnn resistor as a dummy a:Ul ani another series of spectra 
(Figure 3. 9B) was made to ensure that the electraneterjrecording system 
had no significant effect on the noise spectnnn. 
MOISE QlCDAIOR tNJIU AXONIOI 
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Figure 3.9B: 'lbree superirrposed noise spectra recorded from 
the output of the Axopatch electrometer, using the noise 
generator. '1llese ·recordings were taken at the same sampling 
rates as in Figure 3. 9A and also have peaks at 60 Hz and 120 
Hz. 
lastly, a set of calibration spectra was taken using the Axopatch 
internal four-pole Bessel filter at various settings and also using 
analog capacitor-resistor high pass filters. I~ representative 
i 
CUl.Ves, Figures 3.10a-c, shOW' that the methcrl as implemented does 
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indeed produce system transfer response cw:ves within the sample rate 
l imitations of the AID board. 
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.Figure 3.10A: Lew pass filter, 
fc 1 kHz. 
Figure 3.10B: Low pass filter, 
fc;5 kHz. 
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Figure 3.1OC: Band pass f~lter, fc 10 340Hz, fc hi 5kHz. 
fuese three spectra, taken Wlth the noIse generator connected 
to the Axopatch, demonstrate the utility of noise spectra in 
detennining the fonn and estimating the cOefficients of 
filter transfer functions. 
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~CY RESroNSE 
'!he t.hini maj or type of approach is also one of the oldest and 
m:>st commonly used. To detennine the freq:uency response of a system 
d.irec:t1.y, a wavefonn generator is used to inject sine waves of fixed. 
amplitude and spec!ified. single freq:uencies into the system. '!he ratios 
of the peak-to-peak amplitudes of the input and output signctls are used. 
to corrp.lte the magnitude of the resp:>nse of the system at each 
freq:uency . Results are plotted. on the log-lCXJ l3od.e scale in the usual 
fashion. Use of this metho:l is so widespread that there are devices on 
the market, CXll'lmlOnly krloYln as frequency spectnnn analyzers, which earlY 
out this operation autana.tically. Freq:uency spectnnn analyzers use a 
swept frequency generator to inject a signa.! of continuously varying 
frequency which repetitively tlsweeps" the frequency range of interest. 
1b.e system output signal is analyzeCi and the results are displayed on· 
an oscillosc;ope or strip chart recorder as a l3od.e plot. Unforb.ma.tely 
for us, these lllCtchines tend. to be quite ex,pensive, on the orner of many 
thousands of dollars. '!he methcxl, hO\Vever, has many advantages. Little 
or no a priori knowledge of the characteristics of the system is 
required. since the respJnse measurement technique uses a limite:1 
nmnber of spec!ified. frequencies, problems which might arise in 
measuring one or several of the individual frequencies usually will not 
invalidate the results.· All calculations are in the time danain and 
.very few assumptions are req:uired regard.ing' the nature of the system or 
of the analysis process. 
Early attempts to implement freq:uency response ~ysis involved 
I 
using' the micrcxx>mpUter to digitize the inplt and output signctls simul-
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taneousl y, . then compute am display the results. '!his method was 
severely hampered by the limited sampllnJ rate of the AID board, at 
that time 12 kHz per channel for tVlO channels, which meant that 
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Figure 3.11A: Low pass filter, 
fe-1 kHz. 
Figure 3.11B: Low pass filter, 
fc-5 kHz. 
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Figure 3.11e: Band pass filter, f =340HZ, f h -=5kHz. 
'Ihese three spectra were made with ~~ frequencf' r~nse 
technique, under the same corrlitions as Figures 3.10A-C. 
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We then designed arrl built a set of anplitude detectors which produces 
IX: voltages p:rop:>rtional to the peak to peak anplitude of the input arrl 
output sine waves. '!his relieves the system of the cx:>nstraints- imposed 
by limited sampling rate since only the OC levels at each frequency 
need be digitized. Infonnation regarding phase shifts .i.m};x:>sed by the 
recording system is not provided by this technique. 
'!his methcxi was tested l.lllder corrlitions similar to those used in 
the white noise analysis arrl a set of typical response cw:ves is shown 
in Figures 3.1la-c. rrhese an:ves are sufficiently accurate to permit 
graphical detennination of the system corner frequencies using the 
method. disalSSed earlier. '!his ~ience leads to the conclusion that, 
in this application, the frequency response approach to system 
identification is the method of choice. 
DIGITAL ~SATION 
Once the characteristics of the system have been identifieci, 
digital canpensation becomes a fairly straightforward computational 
problem. '!he ilnpulse response of· the system is detennined fran the 
response cw:ve arrl, as discussed. earlier I the convolution S1..IDlIlla.tion 
produces the output signal from the input arrl the system inpulse 
response. A difficulty with the convolution S1..IDlIlla.tion methcx:l lies in 
the computational burden required to compute each data point in the 
output, particularly if the impulse response has many significant 
tenns. '!he finite-difference equation merlel' compresses tile pulse 
response merlel into a very few coefficients of past inputs and outputs. 
In the literature, the discrete finite-diff~ equation is also 
! 
called an autoregressive moving average (ARMA) merlel. This equation has 
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the fonn 
y(k) = -an_1y(k-l) - an_2y(k-2) -
+bn_1x(k-l) + bn _2X(k-2) + 
. . . 
• • • 
- acfI(k-n) 
+ bOx(k-n) 
When the o:>efficients of the finite-difference equation are properly 
conp.rt:ed, this proCluc.es exactly the sane output as the convolution 
summation with a fraction of the number of calc:ulations. only n number 
of past inputs and outputs are required for the finite-difference 
method. For the first order cases of inverse high and lCM pass filters, 
n = 1, so that only the previous input and' output data points must be 
retained in memory to compute the present value of the output. fJhe 
coefficients are determined uniquely by the first two tenus of the 
impulse res,ponse as follCMS 
b O = h(T) 
aO = -h(2T)jh(T) 
where, as before, T is the time interval 'between sanpled data points. 
Including the improper feedforward tenn, the equation for inverse 
filterincj is 
y(kT) = (h(2T)jh(T)y( (k-l)T) + (h(T)x( (k-l)T) + x(Jd1) 
'!be first two ilrpllse response tenus are corrp1ted from the transfer 
function discussed earlier. This tedmique prcxiuces the convolved 
output very quickly, with accuracy limited only by the accurac:y of the 
system frequency res,ponse measurement. 
rrhe t:ecihnique USE:d for system identificq.t.ion, based. on the 
frequency response approach, is illustrated in Figure 3.12. '!he 
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Tektronix sine wave generator is CX)rmected to the head stage of the 
Axopatd1 and the oot:put:s of the generator and the Axopatd1 are fed to 
identical amplitude detectors. 
MICROCOMPUTER 
WITH AID BOARD 
vco 
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Figure 3.12 : block diagram of the frequency response 
measurement system used to make the recordings shovm in 
Figure 3 .11. '!he AID board prcxluces a OC voltage used. to 
control the frequency of the waveform generator through a 
voltage-controlled oscillator (VOJ) input on the generator. 
Voltage levels from the detectors I proportional to sine wave 
J)eak to J)eak anplitude, are digitized by the ND board to 
~ '\::he. 'f~e.t:v:!'j ~ns.e. -points .. 
Circuitry for the detectors is depicte:l in Figure 3.13 and consists of 
a very simple high pass filter to remove IX: drift and offset, follOW'ed. 
by a halfwave detector to convert the AC sine wave to a corresponding 
I::C level. 'Ihe detectors were calibrated using sine waves of kn<Jt.m 
amplitude in the- rarge of O.2-3.0V • '!he rneasured.calibration points 
p-p 
are shCMIl in Figure 3.14. OC voltages from the detectors are sampled by 
the AjD board and used to compute the frequency response data points. 
'!he output of each detector is sampled ten times at ,lms intervals and 
the ten measurements are averaged. Two seconds later, another set of 
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measurements is taken and averaged. If the difference between the 
averages CXlll1p1.1ted. from the Qutpttt signal detector is less than one 
percent, the last set of averagEd detector levels is :recorded am the 
signal generator is stepped to the next frequency. Repeated sanplirg 
and averagi.rg am c:x:mpn-ing the results of sequential averages ensures 
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Figure 3.13: AnalCXJ sine wave :peak to :peak amplitude 
detector. Identical detectors are used to ll'lf?aSUre input and. 
output waveform ma.gnitudes. The input circuit to the op amp 
noninverting side serves to remove OC offset and drift, arrl 
the diode, capacitor and resistor donvert the sine wave 
output of the op amp to a OC voltage which varies with 
varying amplitude. 
Detector outputs falling between the calibration points, as most do, 
are interpolated. usirg Newton's int.erpolary divided difference equation 
(Burden, Faires 1985). '!he f~ency of the sine wave from the 
generator is controlled by a D/A port on the AID boa:rd through a 
voltage-controlled oocillator input on the waveform generator. 
calibration of the wavefonn generator as controlled by the D/A port was 
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checked with an Optoelectronics Model 8010 lGHz frequeIlCY' C01.D1ter. 1he 
frequeIlCY' response measurement system as a whole was tested. by 
measurirg the response from high and low pass filters of known 
characteristics and this test setup, alorg with the results, is 
depicted. in Figures 3.15a and 3.15b. 
Figure 3.14: '!he analog amplitude detectors were calibrated 
using sine waves of known amplitucle and the results are 
plotted in this figure. Crrve fittirg using a variety of 
functions failed to give gocrl results, and detector outputs 
falling between calibration points are interpolated. 
Crrvature at lCJlil amplitudes is due to dicd.e nonlinearities at 
small signal levels. 
'!he finite-clifference equations of the inverse transfer functions 
have been progrannned exactly as described. '!he software was tested and 
debJgge:i on s.imulated data by :running a series of digital filters and 
inverse filters on CXJII'Ipllter generated wavefol:lIlS. Next, a series of 
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wavefonns generated by the Tektronix wavefonn generator was passed 
through the analog lCM am high pass filters depicted in Figure 3~15 
and inverse filtered to recover the original signals. 
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Figure 3.1SB: High pass filter calibration a.n:ve.
0 
rrbese two 
circuits were used to test and calibrate the frequency 
response measurement system. 
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Results of this series of tests are sho;,m in Figure 3.16a-h. Figures 
3.16a arrl 3.16c shCM 100Hz triang-le arrl square waves, respectively, 
,PaSSErl through the high pass filter with fc;340Hz. Irwerse high pass 
filterirg with finite difference equations prcduce.d the corrected 
rec:ords of Figures 3.16b arrl 3.16d. IDN pass filterirg am inverse 
filterirg are siInilarly shONll in Figures 3.16e-h. 
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Figure 3.16A: Triang-le wavefonn 
of 100 Hz, filtered by a high 








Figure 3 • 16B: TriancJle wavefonn 
recovered by inverse filterirg. 
Another test was made with a glass elect.rcxle which had been 
attached to a cell in a bath as part of an unrelated experinent. '!he 
frequency response curve measured for this setup was ,used. for the 
exanple of a barrlpass filter curve which was shown 'in Figure 3.5a. A 
series of voltage clarrp steps to elicit i.IYward am oubtJani currents was 
I 






3.17a. Inverse filtering using parameters estimated from the response 
curve produced the wavefonn in Figure 3.17h. since the high pass cutoff 
was very high, most of the data recovered was in the lCMer frequencies, 
hence the sharp reduction in high frequency noise. 
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Figure 3.16C: Square wavefonn 
of 100 Hz, filtered by a high 
filter with fc-340 HZ. 
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Figure 3.16D: Square wavefonn 
recovered by inverse filtering. 
Inward currents elicited by the depolarizing steps and outward currents 
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Figure 3.16E: Triargle wavefonn 
of 100 Hz, filtered by a lOiN' 
filter with fc-340 HZ. 
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Figure 3.16G: Square wavefonn 
of 100 HZ, filtered by a high 
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Figure 3.16F: Triargle waveform 
recovered by inverse filtering. 
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Figure 3.16H: Square wavefonn 
recovered by inverse filtering. 
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Figure 3. 17A: A whole-cell recording rrade from a single 
neuroblastoma (N2A) cell, showing distinctive capacitive 
discharge spikes. 
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Figure 3.17B: '!he recording of Figure 3. 17A, a~ inverse 
filtering. '!he sharp reduction in high frequency :noise is the 




White noise analysis provides infonnation similar to the frequency 
response method and an interesting comparison of the two techniques nm 
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Figure 3.IBA: Low pass filter, 
fe-I kHz. 
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Figure 3.IBC: Band pass filter, f ~_J =340Hz, /""f h,=5kHz. 
'Ihesespectra demonstrate that the r~ur€s of whiteCfloise and 
frequency response measurement are in close agreement. 
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Each of the white noise ClUVes was generated by taki.rg eight data files 
of 4000 points sanpled at 50 kHz, nultiplying each file with a Hanuning 
wirrlaN am averaging the Fourier transfonn nagnitudes. '!he fluctuations 
in the ClUVes can be reduced still further by averaging a larger number 
of data records, but at 1.2 minutes per FFT the computation time 
requirement quickly becomes prohibitive. 
rrhe major drawback we have foun:l in using the frequency response 
approach for system identification is that it takes tine, ocx:asionally 
as lorg as ten minutes, to make the large rnnnber of measurements neErled 
to ensure gocxi resolution. At present, we make 30 measurements in each 
of four frequency decades ra.nc:Jing from 10 Hz to 100 kHz for a total of 
120 data points. When the system "is noisy it takes longer for the 
detectors to stabilize sufficiently to obtain a reliable data point. 
Random noise added to the sine wave generally does not affect the 
validity of the analysis since the noise tends silnply to offset the 
frequency response ClUVe up by a constant magnitude, am the 
dlaracteristics of the system are found not from .the actual magnitude 
of the ClUVe but from measurements of cPanges in the slope of the 
ClUVe. 
To carry out the inverse transfonn functions, the first recording 
from each set of recordings is processErl with several different values 
for the artificial cutoffs PI and P2. If the cutoffs are extended too 
far, overcompensation shCMS up as reverse filtering. In other words, if 
the high pass filter effect is overcompensated the resulting signal 
apperu:-s to have been passed through a lCM' pass filter ~-"Once . a gcx:xi set 
of artificial cutoffs is fourrl, those values usually can be applied 
without further modification to a series of recordings made urrler the 
same corrlitions. In sane cases where especially fine resolution of data 
points is rE!CJ.Uired, it may be necessary to detennine optimal PI am P2 
values for each recoroing. '!here appears to be a practical limit on the 
amount of canpensation 'Which can be appliEd in a given situation am 
the ability to repeat the process as necessary to obtain optimal 
results is one of the strengths of the digital approa.ch. 
It should be noted that the high pass filter co:rner frequency 
detennined during' system identification frec;IUently falls· al:>ove the 
Nyquist frequency of the desired sampling rate. For example, a typical 
experimental arrargement may prcrluce a high pass canter at 30kHz, 'While 
the experimenter wishes to set the sampling rate at 20kHz. In this 
situation the cutoff frec;IUency prrameter for inverse filtering' should 
be set at the 'Nyquist frec;IUene:y of 10kHz rather than the actual corner 
frequency. Use of an inverse filter cutoff· frec;IUency greater than half 
the sample rate prcrluces unpredictable, or no discenlable, results. 
Review of the data records in· Figure 3.16a-h reveals some 
interesting points. '!he correcteCl records in Figures. 3.16b am 3.16d 
show slight magnitude distortion in the first few milliseconds of the 
record, after 'Which this effect disappears entirely. rrhis ma.gnitude 
error is attributed to the fact that since the transfer function being 
applied to the reco:rd has a finite time constant, the full effects of 
the convolution are not manifested until essentially all of the 
transfer function can be employed in the convolution. Even though the 
inverse filtering is applied via the finite difference e<IUB.tions to 
enhanc:e computational speed,. the effect is the sante as if the actual 
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oonvolution Sl.lIM1lEt.tion was inplemented. '!he time taken to OVe.ro:JlOO this 
"ero effect" is therefore directly related to the time constant of the 
inverse transfer function arx:1 to the magnitude of correction beirg 
mrlertak.en • 
Distortion of the square wave shOilll in Figure 3.16c is quite 
severe since the high pass cutoff frequency ,340Hz, is well above the 
square wave cycle frequency of 100Hz. 'Ib recover the square wave of 
Figure 3.16d, the distorted rec:x:>rd was first overconpensated by inv~ 
high. pass filterirg with inverse filter altoff frequency of 340Hz arx:1 
P2 set to 10Hz. 'Ibis correct.e:l rec:x:>rd was then processed with. inverse 
IaN pass filterirg, Pi 100Hz arx:1 P2 7200Hz, to correct for the 
overcompensation. 'Ibis pair of records, representing a case of ext:relne 
distortion of the desired signal, demonstrated the pc1'Wer arx:1 
flexibility of the digital cxmpensation technique. 
'!he pair of records in Figure 3.16e-f are almost identical, since 
filterirg a 100Hz triargle wave with- a ION pass filter of fc;340Hz 
creates very little distortion. Figure 3.16h is a goo:1 demonstration of 
the ability of this methcd to recover lost infonnation. When the record 
in Figure 3.16g was taken, the electrcx:le holder was picking up 
electromagnetic interference with a perio:l.icity of about lms, 
apparently the same 1 kHz interference mentioned. earlier. 'Ibis pattern 
was noted on the lllC>nitor oscilloscope at the input to the filter but 
was obscureii by the filter. Gratifyingly, inverse filtering recoverecl 
not onI y the square wave but also the high freque:nc:Y signal riding on 
it 'Which, although unwanted, still serves to highligtJt the potential of 
" 
digital signal enhancement. 
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When the analcq canpensation oontrols are properly set the 
experimenter usually sees, in real time, a good representation of the 
signal of interest. In this respect the analCXJ methOOs are superior to 
the digital approach since with current tedmolCXJY microelectrode 
recordings must be stored am then processed. ex post facto. nus leads 
us to the next lo;Jical step in integratirg digital signal processirg 
methods with traditional e1ectrophysiolCXJY. It was noted earlier that 
the settings on the analcx;J cqntrols could provide the parameters needed 
for inverse transfonn filterirg. Conversely, the frequency response 
curve can tell the operator approximately where to set the analog 
controls for :best results. It \YOUld therefore seem reasonable first to 
measure the f~enc.y resp:>nse of an experimental setup I then use that 
infonnation to assist in setting the analog contpenSation controls, am 
then take· another frequency response a..n:ve to determine how well the 
system is set up. After recordings have been digitized am stored, 
inverse filtering can be used. to further enhance am refine the data. 
nus "hybrid" combination of analc:x;J am digital metho:ls may provide the 
best of both worlds. In experiments invo~ving tra:nsrnembrane inpalements 
of whole cells to measure action potentials, digital enhanceJnent of 
recordings probably will l::e of little benefit since in most cases only 
a small amount. of negative capacitance ~tion is need.ed to 
prcrluce signals which are entirely adequate. However I the results may 
be quite dramatic when dealing with whole cell arrl patch clamp 
measurements of such phenomena as single fast sodium cbannel activity. 
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step function, frequency ·response and white noise methods of 
system identification have been applied to excitable cell membrane 
elect.rq:hysiology ~iments. It appears that the frequency response 
approach can p:r:ovide reliable estimtes of the parameters of cell 
electrical models such as Figure 3.lb. Digital t..edmiques for removinJ 
distortion from digitized recording"s have been tested and suo::essfully 
implemented.. . Discrete numerical analysis tecJmiques such as that 
employe:l by Palti and Cohen-Annen (1982) have demonstrated. the 
potential of the laboratory computer for data manipilation, and since 
microcomputers are increasinJly available for use in the laboratory it 
is certain that digital signal processing methods will be in general 
use in the not too distant future. '!he ability to play back and post 
process recorded info:rmation as many times as desired is a crucial 
advantage of digital versus analcq methods. 
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~ IV: HXEr...IR;.AND SIHlIATIaf 
OF MF14BWm SncrE Ictl amNNEL ACl'.lVI'IY 
1be channels or pores through which ions cross the cellular 
covalent lipid bilayer membrane are large, monolithic molecular units, 
imbeiided. in the bilayer, which may have two or more subunits. Channel 
activity in terms of "open.irxJ" to :permit the flow of ions and. "closing" 
to :bar the passage of ions through the membrane is believe:i to 
corresp:>nd to changes in the physical oonfonnation of the channel 
molecule. Factors which affect the types of transitions between 
confo:rma.tional states and. the rates at which they occur include 
temperature I transmembrane electrical potential and. rate of change 
thereof, the presence or absence of other ion species, and various 
biochemical and. phannacological substances which inhibit or facilitate 
state transitions (Catterall et al 1986; Hille 1984; Liuger 1983; 
MoczydlCMSki et al 1986). since the ion channels are directly 
responsible for cell electrical excitability, and therefore ultimately 
for both nonnal and. abnonnal electrophysiolCXW (Hille 1984) I channel 
activity and. the associated controlling factors are the subjects of 
intense research. M<X1els of ion channel behavior assist in 
understanCiing the physical, chemical and electrophysiolcqical nature of 
the channels. 
In the. silnplest case the channel has only two physical 
confonnations which oorrespond. to the open and closed states, and is 
capable of reversible transitions between oonforrrations. '!be reaction 
mechanism between open and shut states is described.· by a Michaelis-
Me.nten relation: 
A 
open < = > shut 
B 
where A and Bare the rate constants for the state transitions. Given 
this situation the time course. of channel activity is described by 
detennining" the values of the rate constants as functions of the 
controlling factors described aOOve •. 'Where the rate constants det;>end. 
mainly, on t.ransmenlbrane potential, as in the scxlitnn channel, the . values 
are detenninec1 by holding the transmembrane p:»tential constant f 
recording sin;}le channel activity and plotting histcgrams of open and 
closed dwell times· to estimate the probability density functions of the 
state transitions. 
111e fonn of the probability density functions can be pre:ticted by 
rnakirg the follOlilin;} assumptions: 
(1) fhlell times are random, irrlerendent, identically 
distributed variables, and there is no interaction between 
neighboring channels. 
(2) 01annel characteristics are ''wide ~ stationar:yu in 
that the distributions giving rise to the dwell times are 
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o:mpletely equivalent in at least the first two moments • . 
(3) '!he pl:Obability that two or more state transitions occur 
on an art:>itrarily short time intel:val is essentially zero. 
'!hat is, 
co 
~ p(x,ot) = O(clt) 
x==2 
(1) 
where o(llt)/bt is any function that terrls to zero as at approaches 
zero. 
(4) '!he pl:Obability that a transition will occur on a given 
time intel:val is proportional to the lenJth of the intel:val. 
'!his m::x:iel represents a llcorrpletely random" case in that the channel 
dwell times are assume:l to be irrlepencient random variables. If p(x,£)t) 
represents the probability that x events (state dlanges, i.e. 
transitions between open am closed states) occur on an inteJ::va1 bt, 
then from the fourth assmnption, al:xwe, the probability that one event 
occurs on At is expressed as 
p(l,At) = a4t + o(4t} a > 0, Qt > o. (2) 
'nle probability that at least one event oxurs on At is the sum of the 
probability that one event oxurs plus the probability that nnre tl1an 
one event occurs: 
-p(l,~t) + ~ p(x,L\t) = aAt + o(tl.t) + O(4t) 
x=2 
== allt + 0 (llt) • (3) 
ani the probability that no events occur can be written as 
p(O,l1t) = 1 ~ aAt - o (At) • . ~. , f (4) 
We can J1CM discuss the probability that zero events take place on the 
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stnn of two intervals, t + At, as the prcduct of the probability that no 
events occ.:::ur on each inte:rval. '!hat is I 
p(O,t+At) = p(O,t)p(O,6t) 
== p(O,t)[1 - a&t - O(bt)]. (5) 
Exparrling the right hand side of (5) yields 
p(O,t+4t) = p(O,t) - ap(O,t)6t - p(O,t)o(6t). (6) 
SUbtract p (0, t) fran roth sides I 
P(O,t+6t) - p(O,t) = -ap(O,t)lat - p(O,t)O(At) (7) 
and divide both sides by bt to give 
p(O.t+6t)· - p(O,t)= -ap(O,t) - p(O,t)O(At) • (8) 
At ~ 
Now taking the limit of both sides as at approaches zero results in the 
differential equation 
p'(O,t) = -ap(O,t). (9) 
TIle solution to this differential 'equation is 
-at p(O,t) = De (10) 
and the condition that p(O,O)=l implies that 0=1 so that we have 
p(O,t) = e-at• (11) 
Extencling this derivation to X>O, it is seen that 
'p(x,t+At) == [p(x,t)][1-aAt-o(ot)]+[p(X-l,t)][aat+O(4t)]+O(At) (12) 
As in (7) and (8), subtract p(x, t) from both sides of the equation, 
then divide both sides by t.t to yield 
p(x,t+4t) - p(x,t) = -ap(x,t) + ap(x-l,t) + O(At) • (13) 
bt 6t 
Again taking the limit as at tends tc:Mard zero P~ a differential 
equation 
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p'(x,t) = -~(x,t) + ap(x-1,t) (14) 
for all :positive integer x. By setting as l:xJurrla.l:y corrlitions that the 
p(x,O)=O for all x, this system of differential equations can be 
solvoo. '!he result, 
p(x, t) = (at)Xe-at / x! (15) 
is in the fann of a Poisson probability density ftmction, ani the 
probability that exactly one event occurs during the time interval t is 
-at p(l,t) = ate • (16) 
'!his analysis is supp:>rted by a conceptually different approach 
whiC'h gives the same result. Consider the channel nolecule to be in an 
equilibrium corrlition in which the energy required to change states is 
supplierl by ranciom thennal energy. 'Ihat is, each of the two states is a 
kinetic energy nrl.ni.mum, and. there is an energy OOrrier between states. 
rrhe molecule is in motion through numerous degrees of free:lom, 
constantly lJending, stretching, twisting and. rotating, driven by ranciom 
thennal energy. At some point sufficient thennal energy is present to 
overcome the OOrrier between states and. a state transition occurs. Each 
motion can be viewed as a Bernoulli trial in which a successful outc:orne 
is a transition. Sin<:::e molecular movement occurs on a piCOSfeCOnd scale 
'While state transitions <XXllr in tenns of milliseconds there will be a 
very large nUIriber of trials, each with a very snall probability of 
success, between transitions. '!he limiting case for a Bernoulli process 
with large n ani small P is the Poisson distribution, ate-at, as above. 
'!he completely random model works well for the sinplest case as 
descrilJed (Colquhoun, Hawkes 1983) but becOlnes ~ingly complex, 
l.Jl1fATieldy ani difficult to analyze from experimental data as the nUIriber 
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of IX>SSible states increases. COnsider an ion channel with two close:i 
states, in one of which the charmel is shut because it is blocked by 






'lhe histogram of the open dwell tbnes is exponentially. distributed with 
mean l/(A+k+lfB) , 'where XB is the concentration of the blocker, but the 
distribution of close:i times is now a mixture of exponentials 
representing the two closed states. Sorting out the coefficients of 
combined exponentials from a single experimental histogram is a 
difficult problem which does not have a rigorous solution. '!he values 
of experimentally detennined coefficients are heavily influenced by 
variability in the data arrl in conplex :mcdels the experimenter must 
have a goad idea a priori. of how many confonna.tional states are 
present. 
Consideration of the channel as a molecule with two minimum energy 
states separated by an energy barrier facilitates a completely 
different analytical approach. '!he energy minima. represent two 
attracting equilibrimn points separated by a repelling point, the 
barrier I resulting in a system which exhibits "bistability". '!he series 
of open and closed dwell times can l::e described as a bistable time 
series generated by a stcx:hastic catast.roIi1e :mcdel (Cobb, Zacks 1987) 
of the fonn 
+A 





with A = (l/W)~, w>O, and s>O. 'Ibis is a nonlinear "censored.tI M.:trkov' 
process based. on the cusp catastrophe model, with the results 
constrained. within the doma.in of attraction [+A,-A]. '!he rarrlom tenns 
U(t) are distributed. normally with zero mean and variance of tr 2, 
representing" rarrlom thennal energy pert.w:bations of the system. The 
values of x(t) represent the location of the channel mol-acule on a 
potential energy curve at a given tiIre t. A state transition occurs 
when a sufficient combination of random events pushes the process 
across the repelling :point am into the vicinity of the other 
attractor. Note that +A and -A are repelling IX>ints I and if the system 
is pushecl outside of these limiting values by the rarrlom pe:rtuJ:bations 
it is unlikely to return to the danain of attraction, hence the 
requirement for constraints. 
Figure 4.1 is a plot of the equation x(t+l) = 2x(t) - x(t)3 which 
illustrates the concept of attracting" and reJ?elling" p:>ints. Attractors 
correspond to the 10C!a1 maximum and minimum while the r€.}?91 ler , in this 
case located. at the origin, is the barrier between them. Open and 
closOO dwell times are the intex.vals spent by the molecule in the 
vicinity of the attraction equilibra. since the local maximum and 
mininn.nn are equal in magnitude, there is no preference of one state 
over the other and the amount of time spent in each state is equal. 
'Ibis is an attractive concept. '!he model is easily extend.ed. to 
multiple. states by increasing" the order of the equation to add local 
maxima and nrl.nina CX)rresporrling to additional attractors and repellers. 
Fitting the model to experimental data will provide direct infonnation 
on the relative energy levels of various m:>lecular confonnations. 'Ibis 
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in tum will facilitate .. selection between different lOOdels of m:>lecular 
stiucture, between types of channels (e.g. fast arrl slow calcimn . 
current channels), am also should assist in determini.rg how many am 
what types of confonnational states are present. ACXX»:uing to the 
. pre.ce:lirg descriptions arrl for the sirrplest case, the completely raman 
arrl nonlinear catastrophe lOOdels should be completely equivalent. If 
this is tiue, then simulated data sets generated using either lOOdel 
should be indist~le. 
QUARtIC aJRUI X[H+l1:;lC[HlIf{Z-SOR<lUI'O» 
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Figure 4.1: Graph of a quartic equation representing a 
bistable process. '!he points at which the local maximum and 
minimum cross the linear plot corresporrl to the attractors, 
and the zero crossing is the repeller. 
"'- ' I 
A fundamental assumption of both lOOdels is that ·the state dwell 
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times are irrlependent. Jackson et al (1982) have speculated that SOJne 
channel' events may be correlated in tine, a.rrl the existence of such 
};ilenc:mena as flickering' a.rrl bursts of openi.rgs also irrlicate possible 
correlations between sucx::essive events. A system in "Which the present 
value of x(t) depe.rrls to sane extent on the previous value, x(t-l), is 
often referred to as a first ord.er :Markov process. An equation 
describing' this pzocess is 
x(t) = ax(t-l) + e(t) (t>O) (19) 
where e(t) is a rarrlan variable with zero mean a.rrl variance tr 2 • '!he 
coefficient a describes the st.ren;Jth of the relationship between the 
present event a.rrl the event immediately preced.ing'. '!his equation does 
not apply exactly to this case b9c:ause all of the x(t) must be greater 
than zero (obviously there cannot be a negative "time" spent in a 
particular state) a.rrl the presence of the e(t) tenus gives rise to a 
nonzero probability that the right han:i side of the equation will not 
be :positive. There are two mcxlifications which can be made to ensure 
that the x(t) are all :positive. One is to ensure that the probability 
of a nonpositive result is small and then conStrain, the process to 
:positive x(t). '!he equation would then take the fonn 
+a> 
x(t) = [ax (t-l) + e(t)] 
d 
(bO, d>O) (20) 
with the eCt) distributed rarrlomly with mean greater than zero, a.rrl 
variance restricted. to ensure that the probability of the rarrlom tenn 
exceerl.ing the linear tenn is small. '!he constraint tenns define the 
rarge of the process as· (d<x(t) <0) , so that a z:e.su1t less than d is 
arbitrarily set equal to d. 
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The secord m:xlification involves transfonnirg the data to ensure 
positive x(t) values. '1his can be a<X!CIlplisheCi by defini.rg y(t)=x{t)2 
so that 
yet) = a2x(t-1)2 + 2ax{t-l)e(t) + e(t)2 (21) 
In this equation the present dwell time yet) deperrls on a linear 
c:ambination of transfo:t.1lations of previous dwell times arrl random 
terms. '!he random elements e(t) my IXM be distril::ute:i nonnally with 
zero mean arrl variance of rr2. It is diffic::ult to relate the terms in 
the right hand. side of the second modification (21) to properties of 
the sinc;rle dlannel, arrl this expression is therefore purely a 
descriptive device. For this reason the first mcx.lification (20) is the 
l::>etter mcxiel despite the artificiality of the constraint terms. Proper 
choice of the coefficients arrl random distribution properties will 
minimize the effect of the constraint on the results.· 
'rESIS. 
Several methods of testing the assurrption of the independence of 
consecutive dwell times x (t-l) arrl x(t) are available. One te.c.hnique 
consists of setting x(t-1) arrl x(t) equal to xCi) arrl y(i) 
respectively, then COllplting from linear regression the coefficients of 
the equation 
y(i) = a + bx(i) 
A test is conductecl to determine whetherb=O. If so, then there is no 
linear . relationship between xCi) arrl y(i) arrl thf?-· dwell times are 
independent within the confidence limits of the test. A problem with 
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this technique is that linear regression analysis assumes that the 
variables xCi) are not cx>rrelated (Neter et al 1983), while in fact the 
strength of correlation is exactly what we are testirq. 'lbis diffia..tl.ty 
can be minimized by realizirq that if two successive variables are 
related by a coefficient a, (-1<a<1), then tenns separated by a delay d 
are related by ad, which rapidly diminishes with increasirg d. '!his 
suggests that the problem of correlation between xCi-l) and xCi) can be 
minimizec1 by usirg infrequent pairs of dwell times separated. by a delay 
d. In using" this awroa.ch much of the data will be ignored ~, 
further, sufficient data points must be available to can:y out the 
analysis. 
A second. technique derived from time series analysis (Priestly 
1981) is to estilnate the autocovariance sequence as 
N-Irl 
R(r) = (ljN) ~ x(t)x(t+lrl); 
t 1 
o < r < (N-I) (22) 
'l11e autocorrelation sequence is defined as R(r)/R(O), and the first 
tenn, R(l)/R(O) I is the correlation between x(t-l) and. x(t). 'This 
estinate does not deperrl on an ~tion regarding independence 
betw~ variables, and in fact is interrled specifically to detennine 
the relationship not only between adjacent events but between anyone 
,event and a secorrl event separated from the first by a delay of r. 1he 
better methcrl for estimating" the correlation CC>efficient can be de:=id€rl 
on by generatirq a nmnber of ~imulated data sets with various 
correlation coefficients, applyirg both tests to each set of data 
p::>ints," then computing" the coefficient of detennination, r2, for the 
f 
estimated and actual coefficients for each test. 'Ihe better methoo will 
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_ proctuce a higher coefficient of detennination. A further test can be 
applied to the coefficient of correlation, :r=[r2] ~ I to detennine 
whether the 1Jetter estimation method is· in fact an adequate estimator. 
'!his portion of the research effort has the followirg objectives: 
(1) Develop algorithms for simulatirg dwell time data fran 
each of the three models. 
(2) Determine which of two methods, linear regression or 
autocorrelation estimation, is better for testirg the 
hypothesis of iIrleperrlence of channel state dwell times. 
(3) Use hist.cx.1rams arrl the method of (2) to determine whether 
the completely . rarrlom am nonlinear catastrophe models 
proctuce irrlistin:Juj.shable results, as hypothesized. 
Cllannel state dwell times proctuced by the sinrulation algorit.hrns 
must result in histograms which shOW' an exponential distribution, with 
mean am standard deviation both equal to- l/a, to be. in consonance with 
experimental data. with sodium channel open state dwell times as an 
exanple, a range of 2 to 6 InS is used. for these sinrulations (Fenwick, 
Marty and. Neher 1982; Jackson, Iecar 1979; Neha:v--. sakmann 1976; 
, 
Sigworth, Neher 1980). 
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SIMUIATIONS 
camron to all three models is the random variable tenn. All 
prcgrams were written in 'lUrbo PASCAL (Borlarrl) which has a 
pseudoran:1.an mnnber generator. 1his ftmction is designed to produce 
random numbers· 'Which are unifonnl y distributed. between 0 and 1. '!hese 
numbers are convertecl to exp:>nentially distriJJuted. variables by taking 
the natural logarithm of each number. 'lhese in tum can be distributed 
evenly arourrl zero by again callirg the rarrlan function, then reversing 
the sign of the transfonned" number if the second number happens to be 
less than 0.5. 
In the case of the completely random model the second step is not 
necessary. '!he rarrlam variables corresponding" to dwell times are 
generated as 
xCi) = -m*ln(ran:1.om) : 2 < m < 6 (23) 
lNhere m=l/a, in the rartg'e given, prcxfuces data with mean and standard. 
deviation between 2 and 6. 
rrhe nonlinear catastrophe model is simulated from the equation 
x(i+l) = x(i) (2-(wx(i)2»+(dr)i w,= 1; 0.115 < d < 0.250 (24) 
where r is a random variable generatecl as described above. 'Ibis 
prcxfuces a bistable function with attractors at ±1.414. '!he function is 
constrained. to within ±1.63 to keep the values of xCi) within the 
domain of attraction. '!he value of 1.63 is 1.5 times the limit of the 
range of attraction, and was chosen so as to allOifl the function to 
stray beyond the rartg'e of attraction, but not too far. '!his function 
represents a channel in the open state while the ~ues of xCi) are 
greater than zero I and. a time interval COlU1ter is incremented by 0.1 ms 
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for each consecutive iteration for which xCi) is positive. To preserve 
the continuity of the function, iterations are continued while ox(i) is 
negative, am the counter is restarted for a l1E!W dwell time when xCi) 
again becomes positive. Figures 4.2a am 4.2b are segments fran the 
nonlinear 1TKXlel drawn while the 1TKXle1 was generating simulated data 
sets with mean dwell times of 2 ms am 6 lllS, respectively. I)hese plots 
bear stri.ki.rg' resemblance to single channel recortli.nJs (Colquhoun, 
Hawkes 1983). 
'!he first order linear or Markovian 1TKXlel is inplemented as 
xCi) = ~axCi-l)+(dr); 0.1 < a < 0.5; 0.8 < d < 1.2 (25) 
with r a random variable as al:xJve. 
pi : 2.Q~29 p2 :.2.1723£ p3 : BleB~g9 finis}.ed 
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Figure 4. 2A: Tilne series plot generated by the 1TKXlel given in 
(24). Mean dwell time of this sllnulated data set is 2.0 IILS. 
Upper am lower bourrls in 4. 2A am 4. 2B mark !:he censoring 
limits of the process. f 
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Figure 4.2B: Time series plot from (24) with average dwell 
time of 6.0 ms. 
ANALYSIS 
Autocorrelation estiIoates for the first fifty tenns (0 r 50) of 
each data set are c:x:xtpUted. using the summation sequence described 
earlier. since the completely random arrl nonlinear catastrophe mxlels 
are expected to show no significant correlations beyoncl the R(O) tenn, 
ani the first order Markov IOCrlel is limited to a maximum first order 
correlation of 0.5, fifty tenus in the autocorrelation sequence are 
llOre than adequate to specify the behaviour of the data sets. 
'The regression coefficient b is calculated as (Neter et al 1983) 
b = 2.[(X(i)-X)(Y(i)-Y)]/~(X(i)-X)2 -. / 
I 
(26) 
'!he coefficient of detennination between estimated am actual values of 
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the correlation coefficient in the Markov lOCrlel is calculated as 
r = [£(X(i)-X) (Y(i)-Y)]/[%(X(i)-X)2Z(Y(i)-y)2]~ (27) 
where the XCi) are the correlation coefficients used to produce the 
simulated data sets, arrl the Y(i) are the estimates generated by either 
the regression equation or the autocorrelation sequence. '!he 
significance of the coefficient of correlation, r, is tested b¥ 
corrp..ltirg a t-test value from 
t = r[(n-2)/(1-r2)]~ (28) 
am comparing' this value with a tabulated value usirg (n-2) degrees of 
freedom. 
All of the lOCrlels were tested·to detennine the range of parameters 
need.ed to generate simulated data sets with mean dwell times in the 
range of 2 to 6 lllS. lJhe simulation program generated. 123 files fran the 
random lOCrlel, 90. from the nonlinear catastrophe lOCrlel am 105 files 
from the first order Markov model. Each. file consisted of 1000 channel 
dwell times. In the case of the Markov mcrlel, the correlation 
coefficients were prcgranuned. in groups in the range of 0.1 'to 0.5, arrl 
21 files were generated for each group. Linear regression was used to 
match the coefficients in the models to statistics calculated fran the 
data sets with the following results: 
RANIXM: 
x(t) = De(t) 




Sx = -0.0474 + 1.0092D; R2 = 0.9833 
x(i+1) = 2x(i) - x(i)3 + De(i) 
X = O.3679D-1.7436 i R2 = 0.9741 
Sx = 0.2907D-2.0301 ; R2 = 0.9827 
x (t+l) = L + Ax(t) + De(t) 
where D = L I (1 - A) 
x = -0.5083 + 1.6024L + 1.71900; R2 = 0.9905 
Sx = -0.3154 + 1.0608L + 1.1310D : R2 = 0.9775 
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Another requirement for the simulations to be valid, since the process 
being simulated. has a logarithmic probability density function, is that 
there must be a 1:1 corre5IX>ndence :between mean and stand.a.rd deviation. 
First order linear regression :between mean and stand.a.rd deviation 
yielded values of 1.001 for the random m:x:iel, 1.089 for the nonlinear 
catastrophe mod.el and 0.71 in the Markov case. A low value for the 
Markov mod.el is not unexpected since the nagnitude of each dwell time 
is by definition dependent to some extend. on previous values I reducing 
the randomness and hence the variability of the data. rrhe value of 
1.089 for the nonlinear m:x:iel is slightly high, and is depend.ent to 
SOl1le extent on the choice of 2 as the first order coefficient in the 
mod.el (24). Experiments irrlicate that the m:x:iel is very sensitive to 
changes in this coefficient since the magnitude of the local maximum 
and minimum depend directly upon it. '!he value of 2 was chosen because 
-. , 
the resulting maxima and minima are well defined, and therefore so was 
the bistable behavior of the m:x:ie1, and because the resulting ratio of 
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mean to standard deviation was ver.y close to unity. 
'!he 105 files generated. from the Markov mcxlel were used to compare 
the effectiveness of the linear rE:greSSion and autc:x.::orrelation sequence 
methods for estimating the <x>rrelation coefficient. Values for the 
correlation coefficients were estimated. from each file by each method, 
and coefficients of determination (R2) used to measure the strength of 
the relationship between actual and estimated. coefficients. The first 
tenn of the autc:x.::orrelation sequence, R(l)/R(O), gave an R2 value of 
0.5318, while the R2 from rejreSSion was 0.3287. HOVlever, since the 
regression used only ever.y tenth pair of values to minimize 
correlations between variables assumed to be independent, only 10% of 
the data were utilized. In computing the autc:x.::orrelation sequence, 100% 
of the data are available for use in estimating R2. If the problem of 
correlations be'bNeen the indeJ;elXlent variable data points is ignored 
the regression calculations are perfonned using all pairs of data 
points, the computation yields an R2 of 0.5269. '!his is essentially the 
same as that compute(i from the autocorrelation sequence. 
DISaJSSlOO 
All simulated.. data files were characterized by histograms af the 
channel dwell times and graphs of the first. 25 te.rrn.s of the 
aut.cxx>rrelatian sequ~. As can be seen in the dwell time histograms 
in Figure 4. 3 , the random and nonlinear mod.els are ver.y similar while 
the Markov' mcxlel CUlVes. are visually quite distil1ct:. '!he :Markov' data 
sets are increasl.rqly dissimilar from the other two in proportion to 
the magnitude of the correlation coefficient . 
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Figure · 4. 3A: 0Nel1 time histograms · fran simulated data sets 
with average dwell times of 2.0 ms. rrwo histograms are from 
the Markov merlel ·· using correlation coefficients of 0.1 and 
0.5. 
'!his is not a surprising result c;:onsidering the nature of the 
merlels. '!he appearance of dwell time histograms with the morphology of 
the Markov data sets may be taken as an indication· that the dwell times 
are correlated. Figure 4.4 ·ShCMS the autocorrelation sequences for the 
. . same . data as · Figure 4.3. The arrves for the Markov data,. markedly so 
for correlation coefficient of 0.5, clearly shtM nonzerofirst-tenns as 
opposed to those for the random and nonlinear merlels, demonstrating 
that the autocorrelation sequence can be used to ~ the validity of 
the assumption of independence between successive dwell times. 
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Figure 4 .. 3B: ~l time histograms fran simulatai data using 
each of the three mcd.els. Average dwell time in these data 
sets is 6.0 lnS. 
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rrhe fact that the autocorrelation set;lUence arrl recJreSSian analysis 
resultai in essentially the same R2 values might lead to the conclusion 
that, for small correlation coefficients, the two methcxis are eq:ually 
suitable. '!he autocorrelationsec;tUence is the ootter methcrl since not 
only does it not violate any asStmlptions, it provides infonnation about 
correlations for the entire data set. rrhis enhances the possibility of 
identifying different ty};les of systems, such as autorecJreSSi ve moving 
average (ARMA) I or higher oreIer :Markov mcd.els which l''inay be. operative. 
i 
Also, any periodicity in the .data will appear in the autocorrelation 
sequence. Finally, the relationships between suca:ssive events in 
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Figure 4.4A: rrhe first ten elements of. the autcx:x:>rrelation 
sequences conputed from the data sets depicted in Figure 
4.3A. 
'!he infonnation presented in Figures 4.3 and 4.4 indicate that 
within the range· of this type of presentation the random and nonlinear 
catastrophe mcdels produce simulated data that are indistinguishable. 
'!his signifies that . the nonlinear approach is as appropriate to the 
data as the traditional completely randan lOOdel for this simplest case. 
As discussed earlier, the nonlinear lOOdel is ~ly exten:1Ed to 
multiple open, closed and inactive states. Additional states are 
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inc:ol.'}?Orated into the model by raisirg the orner of the polynanial one 
degree for each extra state. fJhe relationship between model paraneters 
and experimental data given in the results section provides a direct 
link between observed mean dwell times am the relative magnitude of 
the energy barrier between states . 
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Figure 4. 4B: '!he first ten elements of the autocorrelation 
sequences conq:>Uted from the simulated data sets depicted in 
figure 4. 3B. 
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Absolute values for the kinetic energy of various states in a multi-
state system can be estiInated if the kinetic energy of a sirgle state 
is known. Adjustirg the roots of the model equat,ion can account for 
inequalities in kinetic energy levels of different states. Note that 
106 
the randan model analyzes one state at a tilne, taking no account of the 
existence and characteristics of other states I while the nonlinear 
model encompasses all states in a. unified descriptor. All of the above 
provide the basis for ong-oirq research in applyirq this model to 
present investigations into the nature of membrane ion channels. 
rrhe autocorrelation sequence has been shCMIl to be an effective 
indicator of the level of interdependence between successive channel 
events. mus provides evidence that the crosscorrelation sequence may 
be useful for investigatirq silnilar relationships between sequential 
events from different states, i.e. channel closure follCMed. by channel 
opening as examined by Jackson et al (1982). 
Simulated. data irxticate that the nonlinear model derived. from 
catastrophe theory is a valid approach for investigating the nature of 
confonnational states .and state transitions. All possible states are 
included in the model, and parameter fittirq provides information about 
the relative kinetic energy . levels of different states and the energy 
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i2\BIE I - Conparison of Measurement Methcx1s 
(H - hand ~t, W - wavefonn analysis) 
FIIE MOP AMP Vrnax 
# H W H W H W 
001 88 87 126 128 668 623 
002 86 86 124 122 832 882 
003 92 92 125 125 550 518 
004 87 87 128 128 617 618 
005 90 90 127 127 679 667 
006 88 88 125 127 770 714 
009 96 96 130 131 647 637 
010 96 97 127 129 625 686 
011 74 74 112 112 447 492 







































TAmE II - card Edge pin Assignments 
FUNCITON RANGE 
1 OscillOSCO}?9 trigcJer o to 5 VOC (TrL Level) 
2 Sawtooth calibrator trigger -15 to +15 VOC 
3 stimulus channel 1 o to 5 VOC law i:n:q;ledance 
4 stimulus channel 2 o to 5 VOC law impedance 
5 Parallel data bit 0 TrL 
6 Parallel data bit 1 TIL 
7 Parallel data bit 2 TrL 
8 Parallel data bit 3 TIL 
9 Parallel data bit 4 
10 Parallel data bit 5 
11 Parallel data bit 6 TIL 
12 Parallel data bit 7 
13 Data transfer strobe bit TIL 
14 AjD acquisition trigger o to 5 VOC (TIL) 
15 Not used. 
16 MC6802 Reset line 'ITL (Negated) 
17 Clanq:dng cammand voltage -15 to +15 VOC 
18 Non-maskable interrupt TIL 
19 +5 VOC supply 
20 Ground 
21 +15 VOC supply 
22 -15 VOC supply -. ( 
I 
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TABIE III - Parts List 
QIT DESCRIPI'ION PARr NO. 
1 Bud Box 
1 + / - 15 VOC pc:1vVer supply 
1 + 5 VOC pc:1vVer supply SK9067 
1 Heat sink for pc:1vVer supplies 
1 25DB chassis pin cormector 
1 circuit 00ard 
1 44-pin card edge connector 
1 SPST pc:1vVer switch 
1 Power indicator light 
1 FUse holder with 1/4A fuse 
6 Tenn.inal cormectors 
2 40 pin DIP sockets 
1 28 pin DIP socket 
1 24 pin DIP socket 
5 8 pin DIP sockets 
1 47K 1/8W resistor 
2 2.2K 1/8W resistors 
2 10K 1/8W resistors 
1 lOUf 25 VOC electrolytic capacitor 
2 47pf disk capacitors 
1 D/A converter chip ICL7134B -. , 
1 EPRCM 1MS2516JIr45 




Peripheral Interface Adaptor 
~d NAND gate 
Operational amplifiers 














































































* * PERIPHERAL PROCESSOR SOFIWARE 
* * VERSION #: XS.01 
* * PR!:GRAMMER: D. S • IUCKIES 
* * REVISION' DATE: 10 DEC 86 
* * SOFIWARE rnTENDED FOR 'IRE CARDIAC 
EI.ECmOIHYSIOI.CGY 
* PERIPHERAL PROCESSOR fOARD. CXJNI'AINS VOIlI'AGE 
ClAMP 
* AND TRANSMEMBRANE ACrIOO roI'ENTIAL SUBSEI'S. 
* SIORES ill 2516 EPRCM. 


























































45 OODE RHI:lJRL ~ $OE 
46 OOOF RCYCH :B:.U $OF 
47 0010 RCYCL EYP $10 
48 0011 PIVH EW $11 
49 0012 P1VL EX:U $12 
50 0013 P12VH EYP $13 
51 0014 P12VL EYP $14 
52 0015 P2VH EX:U $15 
53 0016 P2VL EYP $16 
54 0017 RlMI ~ $17 
55 0018 RHVL EJJ $18 
56 0019 HVH FeU $19 
57 OOlA HVL m:J $lA 
58 OOlB SIRS2 Et.U $1B 
59 ODIC ADIRIG ~ $lC 
60 OOlD ADlYPE ~ $ID 
61 0020 SlRClR EX;.U $20 
62 * 
63 4002 CSlTS ~ $4002 
64 2001 H7134 aN $2001 
65 2002 L7134 EYP $2002 
66 2003 Y:7134 E'JU $2003 
67 4001 CRA ~ $4001 
1 **** PRJ **** 
0 
68 4003 CRB ~ $4003 
69 4000 DORA EYP $4000 
70 4002 DDRB EXP $4002 
71 003F IOI ~ $3F 
72 0040 ~ EC.U $40 
73 * 
74 * INITIALIZE 
75 * 
76 0800 86 02 mx;rn IIli\. A #$02 
77 0802 97 05 STA A SWDEL 
78 0804 86 01 IIli\. A #$01 
79 0806 97 08 STA A SlOORL 
80 0808 97 OA STA A S1S2IL 
81 DaDA 97 OC STA A S2IlJRL 
82 OBoe 97 DE STA A RHIlJRL 
83 080E 97 OF srA A RCYCH 
84 0810 97 20 STA A SlRClR 
85 0812 97 ill STA A ADI'YPE 
86 0814 97 IB srA A SIRS2 
87 0816 86 F4 I.DA. A #$F4 
88 0818 97 10 STA A RCYCL 
89 OalA 7F 0009 CI.R S1S2TII 
90 08lD 7F 0000 CI.R RHaJRH ...... 
( 
91 0820 7F 0007 CI.R S1IX.lRH 
92 0823 7F OOOB CI.R S2rlJRH 
93 * 
94 0826 86 DC ~A #$OC 
118 
95 0828 97 19 STA A lMI 
96 082A 7F 0011 CIR P1VH 
97 082D 7F 0017 CIR RHVH 
98 0830 7F 0015 CIR P2VH 
99 0833 7F OOlA CIR lNL 
100 0836 7F 0012 CIR PIVL 
101 0839 7F 0018 CIR RHVL 
102 083C 7F 0016 CIR P2VL 
103 * 
104 083F 7F 4001 CIR rnA 
105 0842 7F 4003 CIR CRB 
106 0845 7F 4000 CIR DORA 
107 0848 86 7F IDA. A #$7F 
108 084A B7 4002 STA A DDRB 
109 084D 86 07 IDA. A #$07 
110 084F B7 4001 STA A rnA 
111 0852 B7 4003 STA A CRB 
112 * 
113 0855 8E 0040 In3 #$40 
114 0858 7F 0000 CIR PRGSEL 
115 * 
116 085B 86 08 IDA. A #$08 
117 085D 97 02 srAA SWl'RIG 
118 085F 86 04 IDA. A #$04 
119 0861 97 03 STA A Sl'!RIG 
1 **** PFU **** 
0 
120 0863 86 20 IDA. A #$20 
121 0865 97 1e STA A AIJIRIG 
122 0867 7F 0004 CIR S2'!RIG 
123 086A 7E 0880 JMP PRCX;S 
124 * 
125 * P.RCX;RAM SEIECroR 
126 * 
127 0880 ORG $0880 
128 0880 96 00 PRCX;S IDA. A PRGSEL 
129 0882 81 01 CNP A #$01 
130 0884 27 03 ~ VCIAMP 
131 0886 7E 0940 JMP TAP 
132 * 
133 * VOLTAGE ClAMP S:EX;MENT 
134 * 
135 * AID FOARD '!RIGGER 
136 * 
137 0889 96 1e VCIAMP IDA. A AIJIRIG 
138 088B B7 4002 srA A CBITS 
139 088E 86 00 IDA. A #$0 
140 0890 B7 4002 srA A CBITS -. 
141 * 
( 
142 * SCDPE '!RIGGER 
143 * 
144 0893 96 01 IDA. A SCIRIG 
119 
145 0895 EO 4002 STA A CBrIS 
146 0898 86 00 I..Ill\ A #$0 
147 089A B7 4002 STA A CBITS 
148 * 
149 * PI DEIAY 
150 * 
151 0890 7D 0006 TST PIDEL 
152 08AD 27 08 ~ P1 
153 08A2 96 06 ~A PIDEL 
154 08A4 ED 0905 PlO JSR DlMS 
155 OBA7 4A DEC A 
156 oaA8 22 FA BHI PlD 
157 * 
158 * SET PI VOLTAGE 
159 * 160 08AA CE 0000 PI IDX #$0000 
161 08AD 9C 07 CPX P11JJRH 
162 oaAF 27 15 Em P1P2 
163 08B1 96 11 IDA A P1VH 
164 0883 B7 2001 STA A H7134 
165 08B6 96 12 IDA A P1VL 
166 08Ba B7 2002 STA A L7134 
167 08BB B7 2003 STA A X7134 
168 OBBE BD 09D5 PID2 JSR DlMS 
169 oaCl 08 rnx 
170 08C2 9C 07 CPX P11JJRH 
171 08C4 26 F8 mE PID2 
1 **** PRJ **** 
0 
172 * 
173 * SEr P1-P2 VOLTAGE 
174 * 
175 08C6 CE 0000 P1P2 IDX #$0000 
176 08C9 9C 09 CPX P1P2llI 
177 08CB 27 15 Em P2 
178 OBCD 96 13 I..D.2\ A P12VH 
179 08CF B7 2001 STA A H7134 
180 08D2 96 14 ~A P12VL 
181 08D4 B7 2002 STA A L7134 
182 0807 B7 2003 STA A X7134 
183 08Dt\ BD 0905 PIP2D JSR DlMS 
184 08DD 08 INX 
185 DaDE 9C 09 CPX PIP2IH 
186 08EO 26 F8 ENE PIP2D 
187 * 
188 * SET' P2 VOLTAGE 
189 * 
190 08E2 CE 0000 P2 IDX #$0000 ... _-
191 08ES 9C OB CPX P2rlJRH 
( 
192 OBE? 27 15 ~ RH 
193 08E9 96 15 IL\2\ A P2VH 
194 08EB B7 2001 STA A H7134 
120 
195 OSEE 96 16 I.Jll\. A P2VL 
196 08FO B7 2002 STA A L7134 
197 08F3 B7 2003 STA A X7134 
198 08F6 BD 0905 P2D JSR DlMS 
199 08F9 08 INX 
200 08FA 9C DB CPX P2IXJRH 
201 OaFe 26 F8 ENE P2D 
202 * 
203 * SRI' REIURN HOID VOLTAGE 
204 * 
205 08FE CE 0000 RH IDX #$0000 
206 0901 9C 00 CPX RHOORH 
207 0903 27 15 ~ HID 
208 0905 96 17 I.Jll\. A RHVH 
209 0907 B7 2001 STA A lf7134 
210 090A 96 18 I.Jll\. A RHVL 
211 090C B7 2002 STA A L7134 
212 090F B7 2003 STA A X7134 
213 0912 ED 0905 RHO JSR DIMS 
214 0915 08 mx 
215 0916 9C OD CPX RlIDJRH 
216 0918 26 F8 ENE RHO 
217 * 
218 * Sm- HOW VOLTAGE 
219 * 
220 091A CE 0000 HID IDX #$0000 
221 0910 9C OF CPX RCYaI 
222 091F 27 OD ~ CYCIE 
223 0921 96 19 I.Jll\. A lMi 
1 **** Pro **** 
0 
224 0923 B7 2001 STA A H7134 
225 0926 96 1A I.Jll\. A lNL 
226 0928 B7 2002 STA A L7134 
227 092B B7 2003 STA A x:7134 
228 * 
229 * DElAY FOR REMAlNDER OF CYClE 
230 * 
231 092E CE 0000 CYCLE IDX #$0000 
232 0931 9C OF CPX RCYaI 
233 0933 27 08 Em ENDIT 
234 0935 ED 0905 DCYC JSR DIMS 
235 0938 08 INX 
236 0939 9C OF CPX RCYClI 
237 093B 26 F8 ENE OCYC 
238 093D 7E 0880 ENDrT J.MP FRCGS 
239 * 
240 * TAPS~ "'-...-" 
I 
241 * 
242 * AID OOAIID '!RIGGER 
243 * 
244 0940 96 ID TAP I.Jll\. A ADI'YPE 
121 
245 0942 27 16 am SCl)PE 
246 0944 96 10 I..ll7\ A AD1.YPE 
247 0946 81 01 CMP A #$1 
248 0948 27 06 BEX2 AUl'1 
249 094A 96 20 I1l2\ A SlRCIR 
250 094C 81 01 CMP A #$1 
251 094E 26 OA mE SCDPE 
252 0950 96 Ie AUl'l I.ll2\ A ADrRIG 
253 0952 B7 4002 STA A CBITS 
254 0955 86 00 lIlA A #$0 
255 0957 B7 4002 STA A CBrIS 
256 * 
257 * SCOPE TRIGGER 
258 * 
259 095A 96 01 S(x)PE ill1\. A SCI'RIG 
260 095C B7 4002 STA A CBITS 
261 095F 86 00 I..llA A #$0 
262 0961 B7 4002 STA A CBITS 
263 * 
264 * SAWKXJIH DEIAY 
265 * 266 0964 7D 0005 TST SWDEL 
267 0967 27 08 am sw 
268 0969 96 05 IDA A SWDEL 
269 096B ED 0906 SWD JSR DlMS 
270 096E 4A DEC A 
271 096F 22 FA BHI SWD 
272 * 
273 * SAWl(XJlH TRIGGER 
274 * 
275 0971 96 02 sw I.llli A swrRIG 
1 **** PlU **** 
0 
276 0973 B7 4002 STA A CBITS 
277 0976 7F 4002 CIR CBI'IS 
278 * 
279 * 81 DEIAY 
280 * 
281 0979 7D 0006 TST SIDEL 
282 097C 27 08 am SI 
283 097E 96 06 :r.DA A SlDEL 
284 0980 ED 0905 S1DL JSR DIMS 
285 0983 4A DEC A 
286 0984 26 FA ENE SIDL 
287 * 
288 * SET/HOIDjRFSEr 81 
289 * 
290 0986 CE 0000 51 IDX #$0000 ... _" 
291 0989 9C 07 CPX S1IlJRH 
I 
292 098B 27 10 ~ S152 
293 0980 96 03 InA.. A SITRIG 
294 098F B7 4002 STA A CBITS 
122 
295 0992 BD 0905 SID JSR DIMS 
296 0995 08 rnx 
297 0996 9C 07 CPX S1IlJRH 
298 0998 26 F8 mE SID 
299 099A 7F 4002 CI.R CBITS 
300 * 
301 * S1-82 INIERVAL 
302 * 
303 099D 7A 0020 5182 DEC SlRCIR 
304 09AO 27 03 B&2 S1S2A 
305 09A2 7E 092E JMP CYCIE 
306 09A5 96 1B S1S2A ILll1 A S1RS2 
307 09A7 97 20 STA A SlRCIR 
308 09A9 CE 0000 IDX #$0000 
309 09AC 9C 09 CPX S1S21l1 
310 09AE 27 08 ~ S2 
311 0900 BD 0905 S1S20 JSR DIMS 
312 09B3 08 INX 
313 09B4 9C 09 CPX S1S2TII 
314 09B6 26 F8 ENE S1820 
315 * 
316 * SErjHOID,lRFSEr S2 
317 * 
318 09B8 CE 0000 S2 IDX #$0000 
319.09BB 9C OB CPX S2IXJRH 
320 09BD 26 03 ENE S2A 
321 09BF 7E 092E JMP CYClE 
322 09C2 96 04 S2A ILll1 A S2TRIG 
323 09C4 B7 4002 STA A CBITS 
324 09C"7 BD 0905 S2D JSR DlMS 
325 09CA 08 rnx 
326 09CB 9C DB CPX S2r.uRH 
327 09CD 26 Fa ENE S2D 
1 **** pro **** 
0 
328 09CF 7F 4002 CI.R CBITS 
329 * 
330 * JUMP 'IO CYClE CCUNrER 
331 * 
332 09D2 7E 092E JMP CYcrE 
333 * 
334 * 1MS DEIAY ST.JBROUrINE 
335 * 
336 09D5 C6 A3 DIMS ~8 #$A3 
337 09D7 SA DlMSB DEC B 
338 09D8 26 FD mE DlMSB 
339 09IlZ\ 39 RrS 
340 * ...... ,-
341 * INTERRUPr HANDIER 
342 * 
343 OBOO ORG $OBOO 
344 0800 CE 0000 IDX #$0000 
123 
345 OB03 C6 1E IJ)t\ B #$1E 
346 0005 ED OB1e INT1 JSR IYcrGEf 
347 OB08 08 rnx 
348 0809 5A DEC B 
349 OBOA 22 F9 1HI INrI 
350 OBOe 96 1B IJ)t\ A S1FS2 
351 OBOE 97 20 STA A SlRCIR 
352 OB10 8E 0039 :r.rn #$39 
353 OBI3 86 08 IJ)t\ A #$08 
354 OB15 97 3F STA A PCH 
355 OB17 86 80 IJ)t\ A #$80 
356 OB19 97 40 STA A PCL 
357 OBlB 3B RrI 
358 * 
359 * IY\.TA HANDLING SUBRaJrINE 
360 * 
361 OB1C B6 4002 ~ IJ)t\ A CBITS 
362 OBlF 2A FB BPL ~ 
363 0B21 B6 4000 IJ)t\ A [)J)RA 
364 0B24 A7 00 STA A O,X 
365 0826 B6 4002 B7 IJ)t\ A CBlTS 
366 0B29 2B FB Em: B7 
367 OB2B 39 RrS 
368 * 
369 END 
NO ERRORS 
